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Abstract

Driven by a growing concern about the future of our planet, public awareness and

regulatory changes have led to an increased focus on non-financial performance of

publicly listed corporations. Nevertheless, opinions remain divided as to whether good

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) performance also leads to superior financial

performance. To explore this relationship we utilize ESG scores as proxies of CSR

performance. Thus, the purpose of our thesis is to focus on the environmental, social

and governance performance (ESGP) and disclosure (ESGD) scores and evaluate

their impact on financial performance (FINP). Similarly, the e↵ects of the underlying

pillar scores E, S and G are assessed individually. Our research spans a sample

selection of companies listed in one of the top-eight performing European countries,

ranked after country ESG performance, for the business years from 2009 to 2019 (1968

firm-year observations). We conduct a regression analysis, utilizing fixed-e↵ect panel

regression, to evaluate the possible links between the aforementioned ESG measures

and accounting- and market based measures of FINP (ROA, Tobin’s Q). Additionally,

a new perspective to current literature is added by observing the development of said

relationship over time. Overall, we identify a negative impact of ESGP and ESGD

on Tobin’s Q, but no impact on ROA. When assessing the three pillar components of

ESGP, no significant link is established. However, exploring a change in e↵ect of ESG

measures on FINP across our sampling period, we find a significant positive trend for

the e↵ect of ESGP, as well as the Environmental Pillar and Social Pillar, on Tobin’s Q

over time. Similarly, the link between ESGD and ROA becomes consistently positive

in the latter years of our sampling period. This study makes some key contributions

to the empirical CSR research. In particular, through our multi-country study, we test

the inherent link between ESG measures and FINP for a set of companies that exhibit

an overall high level of ESG performance. Additionally, we assess the link between

ESG measures and FINP in a dynamic manner, exploring the changing characteristics

of the relationship over time. In observing an overall negative relationship, which

subsequently becomes less negative and turns positive over time, our results can be

understood as a signal for investors and managers alike. Following this trend in the

future, a wider acceptance of the importance of good sustainability performance for

financial performance is foreseeable.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The first section of our paper introduces the background and research motivation that

led us to choose this scientific field as the topic for our master’s thesis. Subsequently,

the research questions are formulated before we outline our research contributions to

current literature. This section concludes with a delimitations section.

1.1 Background

Sustainability and Financial Markets

Sustainability is not considered a particularly new concept in the realm of the fi-

nancial markets, but its popularity and application has increased drastically over

recent years (Cini & Ricci, 2018). Driven by a growing concern about the future of

our planet, public awareness and regulatory changes have led to an increased focus on

non-financial performance of publicly listed corporations (Marquez & Fombrun, 2005).

Nevertheless, opinions remain divided as to whether good sustainability performance

also leads to superior financial performance. An often-cited critique is that corporate

sustainability is only a marketing tool to raise the value of a given firm. Similarly,

in a survey conducted amongst executives and board o�cials by KPMG (2018), over

half of the respondents name reputation risks and stakeholder expectations as the

primary driver of CSR activities. Conversely, less than half of the respondents be-

lieve that a focus on CSR issues tends to improve company performance. On the

executive level the discussion is very much about risk rather than return (KPMG,

2018). A major reason for this stance can be found in the ambiguity of the concept of

what a sustainable corporation, or a sustainable investment, really constitutes. After

all, sustainability, being such a broad and complex concept, is particularly hard to

quantify. As such, a holistic measure of a company’s sustainability e↵orts is needed.
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Measuring Sustainability

In an attempt to counter the aforementioned di�culties in measuring corporate sus-

tainability e↵orts, the notion of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) perfor-

mance has emerged as the dominating mechanism to measure corporate sustainability

e↵orts (PRI, 2018). Compartmentalized into the three underlying pillars, the clearly

defined ESG factors have gained acceptance amongst industry professionals and aca-

demics alike. In practice, a multitude of comparable datapoints (e.g. Greenhouse

gas emissions, board diversity) are evaluated under the umbrella of the Environmen-

tal, Social and Governance pillars, ultimately making up a firm’s overall ESG score.

Consequently, the term ESG Investing has gained popularity amongst investors, be-

ing seen as synonyms for concepts such as socially responsible investing and social

investing (MSCI, 2018).

1.2 Research Motivation

The importance of ESG performance of publicly listed companies and its correspond-

ing e↵ect on financial performance constitutes a relatively new strand of research,

which has attained heightened interest by scholars over the past decade. Whilst

Meta studies report a largely positive e↵ect of ESG performance on financial perfor-

mance across multiple studies (Friede, Busch, & Bassen, 2015), an in-depth look into

extended literature exhibits a more diverse set of findings. Thus, di↵erent studies re-

port positive-, negative- and non-significant findings respectively. To some extent, the

varying results might be induced by the multitude of di↵erent methodologies, proxies

and samples applied. This contributes to the widespread confusion as to whether it

actually is lucrative for both firm managers and investors to strive for higher corporate

ESG performance or not. Therefore, opposing the general notion driven by regulatory

and public pressure that doing good is equivalent to doing well, research has failed to

consistently prove so. It is questionable whether firm leaders and investors will fully

commit to a sustainable corporate path until a uniform positive e↵ect on financial

performance has been proven. Considering the multitude of sustainability challenges

which society currently faces as a whole, we deem the growing redistribution of private

capital towards sustainable corporations as crucial. Therefore, we aspire to provide

additional insights on this matter, in a bid to shape a clearer picture of the ESG- and

financial performance relationship.

Additionally, several scholars active in the field of research have issued a call to

action to better understand the underlying relationship and dynamics that ESG per-
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formance yields on financial performance (Fischer & Sawczyn, 2013; Velte, 2017).

This is particularly interesting, as the popularity of concepts such as corporate sus-

tainability, corporate social responsibility (CSR) and ESG have been handed a boost

in the aftermath of the financial crisis in 2008. Thus, findings of research conducted

today might deviate from research conducted five years ago, due to the ever-constant

changes in the regulatory environment and public pressures (Velte, 2017). Similarly,

Fischer & Sawczyn (2013) call for a study with a longitudinal focus, to validify the

findings made in the early 2010s. These demands legitimize our personal interest

in this research, and constitute additional motivation for this study. Observing the

steady growth in importance of corporate ESG e↵orts, this topic seems to only gain

more relevance in the future. As such, a thorough understanding of the underlying

relationship between ESG performance and financial performance is crucial for both

firm executives and investors.

1.3 Research Questions

The research questions are developed from findings of current literature and our afore-

mentioned research motivation. As such, inspired by the need for additional capital

directed towards sustainable corporations together with the inconsistent picture of

the relationship of ESG performance on financial performance, we define our princi-

pal research question as follows:

RQ1) What is the relationship between ESG performance and financial performance?

In particular, we focus on a cluster of corporations incorporated in the top 8 Euro-

pean countries in terms of ESG performance. Testing the overall relationship between

ESG performance and financial performance on high performing ESG countries will

provide additional insights for investors and firm-managers of that region. Secondly,

we explore which of the three pillars of ESG performance has the strongest impact

on financial performance.

RQ2) Does the e↵ect on financial performance di↵er across the ESG pillars of Envi-

ronmental performance, Social performance and Governance performance?

This will provide granularity to the relationship between ESG performance and

financial performance, exploring the underlying drivers of the overall observed e↵ect.

Thirdly, we investigate whether the relationships and associated e↵ects, that we ex-
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plore in RQ1 and RQ2, are consistent over time or if they change. Potential causes

for a change in said relationship could be an increased importance of corporate sus-

tainability issues, driven by regulatory- and public pressure across our research period

(2009-2019). Thus, RQ3 states:

RQ3) Does the e↵ect of ESG performance on financial performance change over time

or does it remain constant?

Exploring the relationship over time answers the call by previous research to test

findings over longer and later time periods. The need for a time-perspective arises

due to the dynamic nature of concepts such as corporate sustainability and ESG per-

formance, steadily attaining more and more importance over the past decade. These

research questions will guide our research from here on out, and will subsequently be

explored and answered in this paper.

1.4 Contribution to Research Area and Industry

Examining extended literature on the relationship between ESG performance and fi-

nancial performance a scattered picture emerges. The reason for the lack of consensus

is likely due to the multitude of di↵erent sustainability proxies, methodologies and fi-

nancial performance measures used. To counter this, we aim to create a more holistic

picture of sustainability performance and its e↵ect on financial performance. In par-

ticular, we include two di↵erent ESG measures as sustainability proxies in our study,

alongside two di↵erent financial performance measures representing accounting- and

market-based performance. This allows us to check for consistency and compare

the e↵ects between ESG measures and financial performance measures. In an at-

tempt to circumvent the often small sample size of extended literature typical for

single-country studies, we opt to conduct a multi-country study. In particular, we

investigate a geographically tight-knit sample consisting of corporations bundled to-

gether by the top-eight performing European countries (rated by RobecoSAM) in

terms of ESG performance. Simultaneously, this also allows us to explore the e↵ect of

the underlying relationship for a sample of high performing countries only, which will

provide a new perspective to the current literature. Such insights are certainly valued

by investors and managers with interest in these regions. Furthermore, we investigate

the underlying drivers of ESG performance by focusing on the individual E, S, & G

pillars and their e↵ect on financial performance respectively. This allows for granular-

ity in our research, and contributes to a more in-depth perspective of the dynamics.
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Lastly, we explore the e↵ect of ESG performance on financial performance over time,

to investigate whether the increase in regulatory pressure and public awareness has

resulted in a change of investor sentiment over recent years. Such a study, utilizing a

longitudinal perspective, was called for by previous researchers to test the validity of

their findings (Fischer & Sawczyn, 2013; Velte, 2017).

We hope to provide a clearer picture of the relationship between ESG performance

and financial performance for investors and firm-executives alike. Additionally, we

include a new time-perspective of the underlying relationship.

1.5 Delimitations

This study focuses on the companies whose country of incorporation is amongst the

top European countries, when ranked after their respective ESG performance (Robe-

coSam, 2020). Our sample consists of two geographically adjacent clusters made

up of Scandinavia (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden) and Western Europe (Aus-

tria, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland). Western Europe and Scandinavia have

experienced a surge in awareness and state-based regulatory changes, which has put

the importance of ESG themes on the map and ultimately resulted in a high ESG

country-score (Arraiano & Hategan, 2019). Therefore, our findings are representative

and applicable only to high-quality ESG environments per se. Thus, the made find-

ings are unlikely to apply for those corporations that are incorporated in countries

where ESG performance, or the general notion of sustainability for that matter, is

at a more fetal stage. Additionally, although we include two di↵erent sustainability

proxies (ESGP, ESGD) and financial performance measures (ROA, Tobin’s Q) to ac-

count for the inherent variety, this list is far from being exhaustive when considering

the boom in sustainability measures and multitude of financial variables. As such, we

cannot exclude the possibility that findings would di↵er if we were to choose other

independent and dependent variables. In terms of testing, we decided to concentrate

on the relationship of ESG scores and financial performance and abstain from testing

the underlying causal links. For causality checks to showcase robust results, a bal-

anced panel data set would be required. A balanced panel data refers to a full set of

observations for each company for the whole sample period. This is very di�cult to

attain in practice when working with sustainability proxies over a longer time horizon,

due to an increase in sustainability reporting of corporations across the duration of

our time period. Correspondingly, a significant reduction in sample size would be the

result if a balanced panel dataset would be enforced.
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This concludes our introductory paragraph. In the following, we will outline the

scientific method (Chapter 2) which we applied throughout our thesis. Hereafter,

we outline the theoretical framework (Chapter 3) and literature review (Chapter 4),

providing the groundwork for our empirical analysis. Next, the hypothesis develop-

ment (Chapter 5) and data & methodology (Chapter 6) are defined. Thereafter, the

findings (Chapter 7) of our study are displayed which subsequently are analyzed and

discussed (Chapter 8). Then, a number of robustness checks (Chapter 9) are per-

formed to test the validity of the study, followed by an overview of limitations which

our study exhibits (Chapter 10). We conclude this thesis with a summary of our

made findings, as well as corresponding recommendations to managers and investors

(Chapter 11). Finally, suggestions for further research are supplied as well (Chapter

12).



Chapter 2

Scientific Method

We have decided to include an elaborate section on the scientific method behind our

study, as an in-depth understanding of one’s assumptions are crucial when developing

new knowledge (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). As such, we will outline the

scientific foundation for our paper in this section. Following the combined frameworks

outlined by Saunders et al. (2009) and O’Gorman & MacIntosh (2015), we provide a

step-by-step guide through the scientific make-up of our methodology. This allows us

to remain consistent across research philosophy, research methodology, and research

approach, making for a scientifically consistent contribution. In this context, Johnson

& Clark (2006) stress the importance of reflecting and elaborating on the philosophical

choices that researchers make, and why they supersede other alternatives in a given

research context (Johnson & Clark, 2006). Thus, in the following, we will pause and

critically reflect on the decisions we have made every step along the way.

2.1 Research Philosophy

Before starting our actual research, it is crucial to contemplate the underlying as-

sumptions about the way in which we view the world. This includes the nature of

reality and knowledge, which eventually manifests in our research philosophy. In

particular, the research philosophy is defined heavily by the researcher’s assumptions

and beliefs of knowledge creation. These assumptions will ultimately underpin the

chosen research strategy, utilized methods and the corresponding interpretation of

made findings. As such, extended literature identifies two paradigms, which are cru-

cial in determining the research philosophy for any given research project (Saunders,

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009; O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). First, ontology, describing

the individual’s perception of reality. Second, epistemology, exploring the theory of

knowledge.
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Ontological Assumptions – The nature of reality

The concept of ontology revolves around the nature of reality. As such, the re-

searcher’s assumptions about how the world operates are questioned (Saunders, Lewis,

& Thornhill, 2009; O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). Two aspects of ontology are com-

monly laid out in scientific research – objectivism and subjectivism.

First, objectivism, basing on whether social entities are objective with a real-

ity that is external to social actors. Thus, this aspect of ontology sees the world

as objective, assuming reality is built upon solid and measurable objects, existing

even if we are not directly observing them (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). Second,

subjectivism, stating that social entities should be considered as social constructions

which come to live through the perceptions and consequent actions of social actors

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The subjective perspective on reality, often

referred to as social constructionism, assumes that the perception and interaction of

living subjects create reality. Thus, reality is not disentangled from living subjects,

as described under the category of objectivism (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). In

practice, this would correspond to the researcher’s preconceptions somewhat influ-

encing the outcome of the undertaken study. Conversely, when conducting objective

research, the outcome will maintain consistent across di↵erent researchers as it is dis-

entangled from social actors, hence objective.

As we are applying quantitative statistical testing, by utilizing secondary ESG

and firm-performance data, we strive for objective results based on factual inputs. If

we were to apply a constructionist stand, we would endanger our findings with the

notion of subjectivism, jeopardizing the generalizability and reliability of our study.

Our main aim for this paper is to provide a holistic understanding of said relationship,

with a replicable outcome given a similar research setting. Thus, we see ourselves very

much in the objectivist strand of ontology.

Epistemological assumptions – The nature of knowledge

The concept of epistemology revolves around the nature of acceptable knowledge in

a given field of study. Two philosophies are particularly prominent in extended liter-

ature, including the positivist and the interpretivist research philosophy.

First, positivism is characterized by its inherent focus on facts, with the aim of

testing relationships by utilizing a relatively big sample size. Accordingly, Saunders

et al. (2009) see it aligned with the research of a natural scientist, deriving law-
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like generalizations from their research. Thus, knowledge is derived from objective

evidence of observable and measurable events (Collis & Hussey, 2014). Researchers

applying the positivist research philosophy commonly perform the testing of relevant

theories by means of a quantitative type of study (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015).

Additionally, Saunders (2009) stresses the importance of a value-free research con-

duct when applying the positivist approach. The researcher is seen as independent

to the process of data collection and interpretation, meaning that (s)he is neither

a↵ected or a↵ecting the research subject (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). This

epistemological view is largely consistent with the objectivist strand of ontology. It

is worth noting that there are limits to the extent of completely value-free research.

To account for this, researchers are encouraged to apply a highly structured method-

ology, outlined in-depth as part of their study. Second, Interpretivism focuses on the

deeper meaning of things (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Thus, knowledge

is derived from the subjective evidence and interpretation of research participants.

This research philosophy is often applied when the researcher attempts the develop-

ment of new ideas or testing of new relationships (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015).

In terms of method, assumptions are tested on a relatively small sample size and

multiple methods are integrated into the final assessment, to allow for insight from

di↵erent perspectives (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). Generally, studies based on

the interpretivist paradigm use a qualitative or multi-method approach.

We find the interpretivist strand less appropriate for our study due to its focus

on developing new ideas through means of qualitative research. Instead, the posi-

tivist strand suits our research approach very well, as we are quantitatively testing

a causal relationship, using a relatively large sample size. Thus, by focusing on ev-

idence materialized from well renowned ESG and financial databases, we intend to

test previously identified relationships, based on which we have developed the hy-

pothesis underlying this study. Nevertheless, we are aware of the di�culty related to

performing a study which is disentangled from our own values and perceptions. In

fact, as many researchers before us exploring the relationship of ESG performance

and financial performance, we hope to identify a positive relationship. This is due

to the fact that confirming said relationship would allow for deeper embeddedness of

sustainable values in the corporate world, with companies that are ‘doing good’ also

‘doing well’, thus indirectly contributing to a sustainable future. Nevertheless, we

paid close attention in all stages of our research to remain as objective as can be. To

further support this we follow Saunders et al.’s (2009) advice in meticulously outlining

the individual research steps of our study, allowing the reader to follow step-by-step

and ultimately replicate our study if need be.
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2.2 Research Design and Method

Generally, three prominent types of research design exist, representing either an ex-

ploratory, descriptive or explanatory study (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).

First, exploratory studies commonly focus on attaining new insights in an attempt to

clarify a previously unexplored problem. Consequently, the aim is to identify patterns

in the data and develop hypothesis, rather than testing them. Second, descriptive

studies attempt to portray accurate representations of events, people or situations.

Thus, descriptive studies focus on the characteristics of an existing issue (Saunders,

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Third, explanatory studies revolve around establishing

causal relationships between variables when studying a known situation or problem.

O’Gorman & Macintosh (2015) see explanatory research as an extension to descrip-

tive research, not only describing a given problem in depth, but also attempting to

explain its inherent relationship through statistical testing. When deciding for the

appropriate research design of our study we focus on the intended purpose of research.

An explanatory research design suits our study the best, considering our focus

on contributing additional insights to the existing discussion surrounding ESG- and

financial performance. Thus, we are neither setting out to develop new theories in

the realm of an exploratory research design nor simply describing an existing issue

as for a descriptive research design. Aligned with our positivist research philoso-

phy, and explanatory research design, this study will represent a quantitative method

type of study. In an attempt to test the relationship between ESG- and financial

performance, we quantify the research question and determine the underlying mech-

anisms of the aforementioned variables. Naturally, this also fulfills the demands of

the objectivist strand of ontology, focusing on factual data rather than subjective in-

terpretation of participants. In doing so we utilize the financial databases Refinitiv’s

Eikon and Bloomberg for quantifying ESG-data and deriving financial performance

measures. Thus, we utilize two independent sources of data to validate the findings of

our research, by means of triangulation (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Quali-

tative research methods on the other hand seem less applicable when considering the

intentions of our study, alongside with the research path we have outlined already.

Generally, qualitative research is associated with the creation of new theories and

thus in the realm of an exploratory study (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). An ex-

ample of such qualitative study could have been the exploration of executives and

investors opinions, through means of interviews, on the relevance of high ESG-scores

for business profitability and investment decisions respectively.
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2.3 Research Approach

The research approach is highly dependent on the role that theory plays in one’s

research. There are two main research approaches: deduction and induction. When

applying a deductive research approach, researchers apply existing theory and utilize

it to develop hypotheses and test said theory (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).

Consequently, dependent on the findings the made hypothesis will be confirmed or

rejected. A deductive research approach is best applied when attempting to explain

causal relationships between quantifiable variables (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill,

2009). The possibility of including control variables to ensure validity of one’s study

is crucial as well. Overall, applying a deductive research approach is bound to a

highly structured methodology to ensure reliability (Gill & Johnson, 2010). In this

context, reliability refers to the extent to which one’s scientific methodology yield’s

consistent findings when being replicated (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). This

research approach is ideal to test relationships in a highly structured and replicable

fashion. Robson (2002) lists five sequential stages of deductive research (see Figure

2.1).

Figure 2.1: Research Approach; Amended from Robson, in Saunders et al. (2009).

Conversely, the inductive approach is one where you initially collect data and con-

sequently develop a theory as a result of the data analysis itself (Saunders, Lewis, &

Thornhill, 2009). Essentially, the choice of research approach can be simplified to the

question of whether you are aware of the relevant theory at the beginning of your re-

search or not. When conducting an inductive study, theory will be extrapolated from

made findings the end of the study (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Conversely,

under a deductive approach existing theory is the basis of the prepared hypotheses,

which will be subsequently tested and either confirmed or rejected. Commonly, in-

duction lends itself to the interpretivist research philosophy, whilst deduction lends

itself more to the positivist philosophy (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).
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Consistent with our explanatory research design we have decided to use a deductive

research approach for this study. In an attempt to provide additional insight to the

discussion of ESG performance and financial performance, we utilize a multitude of

existing theories, spanning across shareholder theory, stakeholder theory, signaling

theory and ESG-reporting literature. These theories contribute to the development

of our hypotheses, which we test and analyze in the following sections. An inductive

approach seems not suitable, considering our aim for this research. Such approach

would have been viable, if we would have chosen a di↵erent angle on the topic. For

instance an exploratory study based on investors’ opinion as shortly mentioned before.

Consequently, as we do not intend to develop new theories, but rather analyze the

relationship between existing ones, a deductive research approach is chosen.

2.4 Literature Search Strategy

As outlined above, one of the pitfalls of our chosen research design is the di�culty

of conducting value-free research. Saunders et al. (2009) agree that performing com-

pletely value-free research is close to impossible. In an attempt to minimize the

inherent risk of including our own values and perceptions into this study we outline

our literature search, which led to the construction of our literature review and sub-

sequently the development of our hypotheses.

In particular, we utilized a variety of scholarly databases, including Academic

Search Elite and Business Source Complete, via EBSCO Business Source Premier,

accessed through our university credentials (Copenhagen Business School). Addi-

tional searches were conducted via Google Scholar and Mendeley. When choosing

relevant key words for our search we chose an initially broad focus, revolving around

sustainability and firm performance. Saunders et al. (2009) defines key words as

those that reflect “the basic terms describing the researchers research question’s and

objectives” (p. 76). Selective company reports (e.g. KPMG) were also taken into con-

sideration, to provide for a contemporary view on the matter. In a reiterative process,

and through an increasingly heightened understanding provided by the initial litera-

ture found, we refined the search words better suited towards the aim of our research.

The language of publication was focused on English only. Table 2.1 outlines the key

words used, in advancing order.
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Table 2.1: Key Words.

Furthermore, we elaborate on the choice of utilized literature after their respective

literature type, following Saunders et al.’s (2009) definition of primary, secondary and

tertiary literature. It is worth noting, that secondary literature is often dated to an

extent, due to a long and rigorous publication process in cases of journal publications.

To accommodate this we utilize some primary literature for purposes of contemporary

relevance, including company reports and relevant sustainability rankings. Neverthe-

less, the vast majority of our paper and literature review is built upon secondary

literature, including academic journals and scholarly books. Tertiary literature, such

as indexes and encyclopedias are not present in this paper, as they are thematically

less in-depth compared to their primary and secondary counterparts.

2.5 Quality of Sources

Due to the deductive character of our study, big emphasis is placed on existing liter-

ature in the field of sustainability and firm performance. Therefore, the credibility of

this study is heavily dependent on the choices that we make in terms of our sources.

This includes both the displayed literature as well as the utilized ESG- and financial

databases.

First, in terms of sources constituting the applied literature we utilized the Aca-

demic Journal Guide (AJG) 2018 by Chartered ABS as a helping tool. A more recent

iteration of the guide was not attainable, as the next edition will first be published in

2021. We deem the 2018 edition as current enough. The AJG is commonly accepted

as the gold standard when comparing the range and quality of di↵erent academic

journals. Its intended purpose is to provide a clearer overview for researchers, where
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the best work in their field of study tends to be clustered and which journals to aim for

when publicizing (AJG, 2018). In terms of scoring method, the AJG guide is based

upon peer review, editorial and expert assessments based on an in-depth evaluation

of the publication in question. Additionally, statistical information related to citation

is applied (AJG, 2018). In particular, the guide ranks the quality of academic jour-

nals from scores of 1* (star) to 4** (stars), with 4** being the only awarded for the

highest academic journals, also referred to as ‘Journals of Distinction’ (e.g. Academy

of Management Review; Accounting, Organizations and Society). Academic journals

that are not deemed su�ciently high in quality are not listed in the AJG (0 stars).

Minding the quality of our sources, we focus on publications in journals that were

awarded equal or higher to 2*. This ensures a high level of academic quality, and con-

versely reduces the risk of unserious or irrelevant published literature to mistakenly

guide our research. We are aware that great academic work may be found in many

di↵erent places, not necessarily consistent with the AJG ranking. With that in mind,

we did make a few exceptions for those publications, which we deemed academically

sound and contextually indispensable for our paper. Nonetheless, the vast majority of

publications used remain above the threshold of 2*, as it is commonly accepted that

exceptional works are more common in some journals than in others. Thus, we find

the AJG to be a good standard to ensure a high academic journal quality throughout

our thesis. See Figure 2.2 for an overview of the used publications, sorted after AJG’s

journal ranking.

Figure 2.2: Sources by AJG rank.
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Second, in terms of ESG and financial databases, we chose the well-accredited and

publicly available databases of Refinitiv’s Eikon and Bloomberg. Other sustainability

rating agencies were available, such as MSCI ESG Research, Vigeo Eiris and Sustain-

alytics. Nevertheless, we chose both Eikon and Bloomberg due to their popularity

amongst previous studies in the field of ESG performance and ESG disclosure. It is

worth noting, that other sustainability rating agencies are likely to apply deviating

scoring methodologies when assessing corporate sustainability performance. We can

therefore not guarantee that results would have been consistent if a di↵erent rating

agency would have been applied as a foundation for this study. Refinitiv’s Eikon does

provide a significant level of insight into the workings of their scoring methodology,

which allowed us to assess their relevance and applicability for our study. Bloomberg,

on the other hand, is much more protective of the methodology behind their ESG

disclosure score. Consequently, we were unable to assess the applicability of the

Bloomberg disclosure score to the same extent. Nevertheless, we are confident of its

validity for our study, based on its wide acceptance in previous academic literature

and historical popularity among corporate investors. On a methodological note, the

conscious decisions to forego the development of our own ESG metrices reduces the

threats to reliability of our study significantly. Any potential bias, which we as re-

searchers may introduce due to our own values and perceptions, is thus reduced to

a minimum as the utilized databases provide a largely objective and time-consistent

assessment of firm performance. Additionally, as our aim of this study is to provide

a holistic and comparable view of this research field, introducing yet another ESG

scoring methodology to the already vast variety used in previous research seemed not

attractive.

With these measures, to attain a high source and data quality, we are confident

that we fulfill the high requirements of a deductive research approach. In the following

section we will outline our theoretical framework (Chapter 3) and literature review

(Chapter 4), guided by our choice of scientific method and literature strategy.



Chapter 3

Theoretical Framework

This section will outline the theoretical framework on which our thesis is founded.

As such we elaborate on the development of the concepts of corporate sustainabil-

ity and ESG, relevant theories, as well as an in-depth explanation of the utilized

ESG-scores, that are crucial for a deeper understanding of this paper. The displayed

theories include shareholder theory, stakeholder theory and signaling theory, with an

extension into voluntary disclosure theory and legitimacy theory given the context

of our study. In particular, shareholder theory and stakeholder theory have often

substantiated the link between ESG performance and the financial performance of

corporations. Signaling theory on the other hand was chosen due to its relevance for

firms’ ESG disclosure, exploring the incentives of corporations to provide information

on the matter. Lastly, we provide an overview of the utilized ESG scores of Eikon

and Bloomberg, dissecting their respective methodology and pillars (E, S, & G). We

dedicate a significant amount of space to elaborate on the make-up of the scores, as

they constitute secondary data not gathered by ourselves. Thus, a thorough under-

standing of the methodology and meaning of the scores will be crucial for both the

authors and the reader, when drawing conclusions.

3.1 Corporate Sustainability, CSR and ESG Per-

formance

We begin the theoretical framework section by discussing the similar concepts of

sustainable development, corporate sustainability, corporate social responsibility and

environmental -, social and governance (ESG) measures. Due to the inherent similar-

ity of these concepts and the multitude of definitions present in extended literature,

a clear and concise understanding of each of those terms is crucial for the adequate

understanding and interpretation of our thesis. Thus, we outline the historical devel-
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opment of the concepts, by identifying relevant definitions and their interconnected-

ness.

Corporate Sustainability

Corporate sustainability (CS) was derived from the concept of sustainable develop-

ment, which initially emerged in the 18th century, describing the safeguarding of

forests and timber (Ebner & Baumgartner, 2006). Nevertheless, the notion of sus-

tainable development first gained real traction through the publication of the UN

Brundtland Report by the World Commission on Environment and Development

(WCED) in 1987. In particular, the report defined sustainable development as the

development “which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability

of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987). Although initially ad-

dressed towards ecological and environmental issues, when being applied towards the

corporate environment the concept gained popularity in the 1990s under the notion of

corporate sustainability (Dentchev, 2009; Sarvaiya & Wu, 2014). Applying the afore-

mentioned definition of the Brundtland Report to the corporate environment yields

a slightly di↵erent definition. As such, “sustainability is an economic state, when

the demands placed upon the environment by [. . . ] commerce can be met without re-

ducing the capacity of the environment to provide for future generations” (Hawken,

1993, p. 42). Accordingly, academic research revolving around CS initially focused on

the relationship between sheltering the natural environment by making sustainable

business decisions (Hawken, 1993; Sharma & Henriques, 2005). Subsequently, social

aspects were integrated into CS alongside the already prominent environmental focus.

In particular, with Elkington’s (1997) introduction of the triple bottom line to CS,

encompassing economic prosperity, environmental quality and social equity, the im-

portance of the social aspect for corporate sustainability was manifested. Elkington

suggested replacing the outdated single financial bottom line, with his triple bottom

line revolving around corporate sustainability (Elkington, 1997). In the following

years, organizations and academia supported Elkington’s proposal, with CS being

rooted in the three principles of economic integrity, social equity and environmental

integrity (WBCSD, 2000; Bansal, 2005; Sarvaiya & Wu, 2014).

Thus, corporate sustainability is treating both environmental responsibility and

social responsibility of corporations. Accordingly, with CS spanning across both envi-

ronmental and social responsibility, Porter (2008) draws a link to the concept of cor-

porate social responsibility (CSR). He further elaborates that successful CS (fulfilling

the triple bottom line) is dependent on the e�cient implementation and outcomes
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of companies’ voluntary CSR e↵ort (Porter, 2008). The next section will outline the

concept of corporate social responsibility.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Frank Abrams (1951) was the first scholar to conceptualize the idea of social responsi-

bility when describing the relationship between society and business (Abrams, 1951).

Shortly after, Howard Bowen (1953) extended upon this idea, by describing the in-

herent obligations of businessmen in aligning their decision making with the values

of society (Bowen, 1953). Initially, the concept of corporate social responsibility was

understood as the sole responsibility of the owners of the firm. This definition was

extended over the years, marking a change from the “social responsibility of business-

men” (Bowen, 1953) to the “social responsibility of businesses” (Davis, 1967). At the

time, the scope of CSR by corporations mainly revolved around philanthropic actions

aimed to increase social welfare.

It was first in the following years that the term CSR gained wider popularity

among academics, which further refined its concept and definition through additional

research across the 1980s and 1990s (Sarvaiya & Wu, 2014). As a result, a multi-

tude of links to adjacent theories were drawn, including stakeholder theory (Freeman,

1984), business ethics and corporate social performance (Carroll, 1979). Jones (1980)

suggested that social considerations should be merged with environmental ones, when

discussing CSR. This proposal re-emerged during the 2000s, where environmental is-

sues manifested as a crucial determinant of a corporation’s CSR e↵orts. For instance,

the Commission of European Communities (2001) states that CSR is best understood

as a concept where corporations should “integrate social and environmental concerns

in their business operations [. . . ] on a voluntary basis”. As a result, CSR has been as-

sociated with the triple-bottom line of Elkington (1997), portraying a tri-dimensional

concept (Sarvaiya & Wu, 2014). Consequently, CSR has emerged as closely related

to the aforementioned concept of corporate sustainability (CS), characterized by the

common denominator of environmental and social aspects. In the following section

we investigate the relationship between corporate sustainability and corporate social

responsibility.

Corporate Sustainability and Corporate Social Responsibility

When contrasting the concept of corporate sustainability and corporate social re-

sponsibility, it becomes clear that the prior initially focused exclusively on ecological

sustainability and the latter on social responsibility. Albeit starting on two di↵erent
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ends, the two concepts have seemingly converged over the years, with both repeat-

edly claiming social and environmental responsibilities of corporations. Thus, both of

them entail economic, social and environmental dimensions, consistent with Elking-

ton’s triple bottom line (1997). Consequently, we find the two nearly indistinguishable

in their content and intent, and will therefore refer to corporate sustainability and

corporate social responsibility as CSR for the remainder of this paper. We adapt

Sarvaya’s (2014) definition, inspired by Elkington’s (1997) triple bottom line of CSR,

as “the process of integrating economic, social and environmental issues of corporate

firms in order to achieve balanced growth in societies” (Sarvaya et al., 2014, p. 59).

We have now properly defined the fundamental concept of CSR by showcasing

the historical development of corporate sustainability and corporate social responsi-

bility. In the following, we will elaborate on the advancements of how to measure a

company’s CSR e↵ort. In particular, the development from sustainability reporting

to the emergence of the ESG dimensions is portrayed.

Sustainability Reporting – The development of non-financial statements

Whilst CSR was discussed mainly in theory in the beginning (Davis, 1973; Post,

1978), in the following years the more practical act of how companies should enact

corporate social responsibility and how to measure their e↵orts took center stage in

academic discussions. Both practitioners and academics have attempted to develop

a standardized approach to measure and report on these sustainability matters of

corporate performance. The ability to translate corporate practice into accountable

measurements, in a reliable and replicable fashion, was determined as crucial if sus-

tainability reporting ought to be successful (Pruzan, 1998).

As such, a new form of corporate statement gained popularity, popularized under

a variety of names such as Social Audit, Social Statement, Sustainability report and

others. Consequently, a number of voluntary international standards quickly followed

suit, bringing about the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) sustainability reporting

guidelines as well as voluntary signatories like the UN Global Compact (Freeman,

Harrison, Wicks, Parmar, & Colle, 2010). Accordingly, the acceptance for the impor-

tance of non-financial statements rose in the process. Nevertheless, the multitude of

voluntary standards resulted in di↵erences in reporting of a company’s sustainability

e↵orts. The di↵erence in sustainability reporting, together with the inherent informa-

tion asymmetry between corporate managers and external stakeholders, still renders

it hard to properly assess a company’s sustainability e↵orts. This holds particularly
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true when attempting to compare a company’s sustainability performance and report-

ing with that of their peers. Thus, a more comparable assessment of non-financial

performance was needed. In the following, we will outline the development of ESG

ratings to measure non-financial information. ESG performance measures, as prox-

ies of corporate sustainability, undergo increased demand by corporate stakeholders

and as a result have gained increased attention over the past decade (van Duuren,

Platinga, & Scholtens, 2016; Drempetic, Klein, & Zwergel, 2019).

ESG Ratings – Quantifying CSR e↵orts

In an attempt to counter the aforementioned di�culties in measuring corporate sus-

tainability performance, the notion of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)

performance has emerged as the dominating mechanism to measure CSR performance

(PRI, 2018). Compartmentalized into the three underlying elements, the clearly de-

fined ESG factors have gained acceptance in measuring and comparing the sustainabil-

ity of corporations amongst industry professionals and academics alike. Compared to

the aforementioned sustainability reporting, encompassing environmental and social

concerns, ESG ratings also include the governance aspect of non-financial informa-

tion. Consequently, environmental, social and governance (ESG) ratings provide a

complete assessment of a firm’s non-financial performance. The assessment is con-

ducted based on specific datapoints within the environmental, social and governance

pillars (Clementino & Perkins, 2020). For instance, datapoints can include a com-

panies’ greenhouse gas emissions, human rights issues and gender diversity amongst

others.

ESG ratings are attractive for researchers and industry professionals, as they pro-

vide a wide set of comparable data on a vast number of CSR-related policies and

their respective performance (Crane, Matten, Glozer, & Spence, 2019). Thus, in light

of the aforementioned inconsistency issues associated with sustainability reporting,

the comparability of firms across concise datapoints, themes and categories, is what

makes the provided ESG insight particularly valuable. Investors increasingly utilize

ESG data when making investment decisions, to ensure that the firms in which they

invest engage in ethical and sustainable corporate behavior, consistent with their

investment criteria (van Duuren, Platinga, & Scholtens, 2016). Naturally, the un-

derlying logic is not only an ethical but also a strategic one, detecting if a company

yields non-financial risks which are not visible via the company’s generic financial

statements. Evaluations by sustainability rating agencies, such as Refinitiv’s Eikon

or Bloomberg amongst others, allow for a deeper insight into a company’s expo-
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sure and management of non-financial risks and opportunities. Rating agencies base

their assessment generally on publicly attainable information, such as corporate an-

nual reports, sustainability reports, third party research and information of corporate

websites (Clementino & Perkins, 2020). ESG rating agencies allow corporate stake-

holders to assess public firms’ performance on a wide range of CSR related issues

through quantifiable metrices. This brings an order to the heterogenous chaos, which

was previously associated when assessing a firm’s sustainability performance and even

more so when wanting to compare performance across corporations. Thus, we utilize

ESG measures as proxies of CSR performance in this thesis, and will subsequently

use the terms CSR performance and ESG performance interchangeably.

In the following sections we explore the theories that are of particular relevance

when exploring the relationship between CSR performance and financial performance.

3.2 Shareholder Theory

Introduced by Friedman (1962), who famously critiqued the notion of CSR, share-

holder theory argues that the primary corporate objective should be to serve the

company’s shareholders, thus maximizing their wealth. By using the funding ad-

vanced by investors, managers should exclusively engage in projects that increase

profitability, and in turn create the maximum value for said investors. Following this

logic, CSR activities are merely seen as spending stakeholders’ money involuntarily,

opposing their best interest and thus impeding the fiduciary duties of management

(Friedman, 1970). Friedman further solidifies his argument by declaring corporations

which were to accept some sort of social responsibility as a threat to the free society.

Thus, the social interest of any one nation should not be steered by individual busi-

nessmen but rather by the state. A corporation’s contribution should therefore only

be limited to their corporate tax contribution (Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom,

1962). In the CSR context, shareholder theorists elaborate that it would be unjust to

shareholders if corporations were charged with social responsibility, as this would un-

dermine their decision-making authority over their property and consequently oppose

the ethical principles recognized in the free market economy (Friedman, Capitalism

and Freedom, 1962). Following this line of reasoning suggests that managers, who feel

a moral responsibility to engage in social problems, should do so via private spending

rather than company channels.
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Shareholder theory has enjoyed great popularity in academia and industrial com-

munities since its inception. This is mainly due to its advancements in connection

with agency cost (Tse, 2011). Agency Theory describes the inherent conflict between

a companies’ managers and its shareholders, where managers tend to fail to maximize

the wealth of shareholders if not supplied with the appropriate incentives (Jensen &

Meckling, 1976; Jensen & Murphy, 1990). A commonly listed method, when aligning

said incentives, is to measure the performance of the management against the share

price by awarding stock options. Managers are incentivized to maximize the value of

the share price and consequently the firm. In the absence of such incentive scheme,

managers might engage in spending activities which deviate from the aforementioned

mantra of shareholder supremacy. In other words, agency costs might surface as man-

agers spend money as they best see fit themselves (Brown, Helland, & Smith, 2006).

In general, the shareholder theory understands the managers as exclusive agents

to their firms’ respective shareholders. As such, they are supposed to utilize corporate

funds in ways that have been authorized and will ultimately benefit their shareholders.

Thus, maximizing shareholder’s wealth is the core objective of shareholder theory.

Shareholder Theory Critique

The shareholder model has been criticized for encouraging short-term managerial

thinking, excessive risk taking and unethical behavior, resulting in managers who are

more keen on pushing legal boundaries (Philipps, 2003). Accounting scandals and

questionable incentive schemes by a multitude of corporate players have caused a

surge in criticism of shareholder supremacy. A late example constitutes the financial

crisis in 2007 and 2008. The criticism roots in the formal and informal incentives that

rewards managers if a firm’s stock price increases (Danielson, Heck, & Sha↵er, 2008).

This e↵ect is compounded by managerial hubris and over-confidence in manager’s

own abilities (Tse, 2011). Additionally, criticism includes the failure of balancing

social concerns with shareholder’s interests, rendering it di�cult to maximize both

social welfare and shareholder wealth at the same time (Jensen, 2002). As a result,

maximizing shareholder profits has often been portrayed as striving on the expense

of other members of society. Such criticism ultimately led to the development of an

alternative perspective on value creation, namely the stakeholder theory.
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3.3 Stakeholder Theory

Stakeholder theory gained popularity as a direct response, and criticism, to the share-

holder theory. It objects the view of the firm’s primary objective of shareholder wealth

maximization, and instead suggests to act in the best interest of all stakeholders which

are touched by the firm’s operations (Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, Parmar, & Colle,

2010; Mansell, 2013). When defining stakeholders, we apply Freemans’ (1984, p. 53)

original definition, describing them as “any group or individual who can e↵ect or is

a↵ected by the achievement of an organization’s purpose”. Thus, due to the reciprocal

relationship between firm and its stakeholders, to succeed a firm needs to develop a

strategic management plan which involves the interest of all stakeholders (Freeman,

1984).

Freeman et al. (2010) expand on this reasoning later, arguing that the business

landscape has changed fundamentally since the inception of shareholder theory. As

shareholder theory was built on an old business rationale, any reasoning based on the

principles of shareholder theory today is naturally outdated as well. In particular,

the emergence of globalization and information technology, the demise of central state

planning and increased societal awareness of the impact of business on communities

has led to changed demands of what a modern firm should represent (Freeman, Harri-

son, Wicks, Parmar, & Colle, 2010). This renders the very core of shareholder theory

as outdated. In light of expanding globalization, governments which were assigned

the task to reverse any negative e↵ects imposed by shareholder-minded corporations,

have proven increasingly unable to do so. Instead, firms are encouraged to take up

a part of the moral obligation to all of its stakeholders, which ultimately gave this

theory its name.

The distinguishing feature of the CSR literature is that it applies the Stakeholder

concept to non-traditional stakeholder groups, which often yield an adversarial re-

lationship with the firm (Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, Parmar, & Colle, 2010). Ac-

cordingly, less attention is devoted to satisfying shareholders and relatively more

to the public, the community and the environment. Stakeholder theory addresses

the problems of understanding and managing a business in the world of the twenty-

first century, and thinking about questions of ethics, responsibility and sustainability

within the common views of capitalism. Stakeholder theory understands capitalism

as a set of relationships between the firm and its stakeholders, within the realm of

both business and ethics (Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, Parmar, & Colle, 2010).
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In general, following the stakeholder theory, managers are understood as agents

to all stakeholders, holding two primary responsibilities (Smith, 2003). First, to en-

sure that no ethical rights of any one stakeholder are violated. Second, to carefully

weigh the rightful interests of all of a corporation’s stakeholders before making deci-

sions. In other words, it can occur that by considering the interest of all stakeholders

overall profitability is reduced. Thus, the overarching objective is to balance profit

maximization with the long-term ability of the firm to remain in business.

Stakeholder Theory Critique

Stakeholder theory describes the act of managing multiple stakeholder relationships

simultaneously. The associated lack of direction is understood as problematic, be-

ing a recipe for confusion, as following too many objectives at once can be equal

to having no objective at all (Sundaram & Inkpen, 2004). As a result, managers

may be tempted to act in their own best interest which in turn creates an agency

problem (Mansell, 2013). Shareholder theorists often criticize that stakeholder the-

ory fails to demand managers to focus on profitability due to its inherent focus on all

stakeholder relations (Tse, 2011). Additionally, the inconsistent definition of stake-

holder groups is a cause for concern, with stakeholder categorization spanning from

direct/indirect (later adapted to primary/secondary) stakeholders (Freeman, 1984),

divided by interest (Donaldson & Preston, 1995) or relational attributes like power,

urgency and legitimacy (Mitchell, Agle, & Wood, 1997). Thus, criticism mainly re-

volves around the lack of operational guidance, making it unclear as to how managers

can successfully put stakeholder theory into practice. Lastly, due to the long-lasting

focus on shareholder theory, most management tools are designed for creating share-

holder value, whilst tools and techniques to monitor stakeholder management at a

less advanced stage (Tse, 2011). It will remain di�cult to hold managers accountable

without a wider dispersion of said tools and methods to ease the implementation

and monitoring of stakeholder management. Therefore, it is crucial to identify new

methods to align interests between stakeholders and managers (Phillips et al. 2003).

Authors’ Reflection: Shareholder Theory and Stakeholder Theory

In general, both the shareholder theory and the stakeholder theory are normative

theories of corporate social responsibility. They advocate what the corporate role

should be, and on an ethical perspective as to what is perceived as “right”. How-

ever, their interpretation of what is “right” di↵ers fundamentally as outlined in detail

above. Nevertheless, we find some of the popular criticism of both theories somewhat

misguided.
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Shareholder theory is often portrayed as the root of a multitude of corporate

scandals and executive manipulation, portraying a picture of “anything goes” in sight

of a profit. This assumption is inconsistent with Friedman’s (1962) manifestation of

shareholder theory, conditioning the goal of profit maximization to acting “within the

rule of the game . . . without deception or fraud” (p. 133). Thus, shareholder theory

clearly states that the search for profits should be sought legally and not through

means of fraud, clearly distancing such actions allegedly done in the name of share-

holder theory. Additionally, when considering the ultimate outcome of said frauds, it

appears as though fraudulent executives were acting in their own best interest rather

than in their shareholders. This behavior is inconsistent with the demand of share-

holder theory in putting shareholder’s interest first. Therefore, we agree with Smith

(2003), stating that popular criticism often fails to accurately interpret shareholder

theory. Nevertheless, it is fair to say that although shareholder theory might not

be the direct cause of corporate misbehavior it certainly has facilitated said develop-

ments in a way. Additionally, the arguments of insu�cient funding for employees or

charitable giving opposes the root of shareholder theory if they represent the most

attractive investment opportunity of available capital. In other words, stakeholders

should be understood as a means to an end (profitability) (Smith, 2003).

On the other hand, stakeholder theory has been criticized by Inkpen (2004) and

Mansell (2013) for creating an excuse for managerial opportunism through the mul-

titude of principals and lack of specific corporate function (as opposed to profits by

shareholder theory). We find this criticism misplaced, as shareholder theory itself

has been unable to limit self-serving managerial behavior as outlined in the multi-

tude of corporate scandals above. Thus, we agree with Jensen et al. (2010), that

creating higher accountability through a bigger number of principals (stakeholders)

is at least not less potent than dealing with a single principal has proven to be.

Lastly, we disagree with Tse’s (2011) criticism, that a lack of CSR measures curtails

stakeholders from monitoring corporate non-financial performance and holding them

accountable. Instead we find that the surge in sustainability indexes (e.g. Corporate

Knight’s Global 100) and distribution of ESG information by data providers, such as

Refinitiv’s (former Thomsen Reuter) Eikon and Bloomberg, has somewhat alleviated

this issue. Conversely, the rise of demand and supply in non-financial information

should have eased the implementation and monitoring for executives and stakehold-

ers, at least in the context of ESG issues.
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3.4 Signaling Theory

Interwoven with stakeholder theory, organizations are a part of a broader social sys-

tem in which they operate. Firms should be accountable for their stakeholder groups,

where information disclosure is considered to be an important way to signal their

accountability (An, Davey, & Eggleton, 2011). Information that revolves around

corporate sustainability is increasingly demanded by various stakeholders (Investors,

Regulators, NGO’s, etc.) in recent years (Freeman, Harrison, Wicks, Parmar, & Colle,

2010). It can be expected that the disclosure of ESG performance can reduce informa-

tion asymmetry between the firm and its stakeholders, improving their relationship.

A good relationship between a firm and its stakeholders leads to additional support

and approval, which is beneficial for any firm to succeed in a sustainable manner in

society (Deegan & Samkin, 2009).

Signaling theory is concerned with addressing problems which arise from infor-

mation asymmetry in social and economic settings (An, Davey, & Eggleton, 2011).

The theory was founded in the early 1970s, spread mainly by two research contri-

butions of Arrow (1972) and Spence (1973). Spence analyzed the workforce market

and subsequently drew a general conclusion about information economics (Spence,

1973). He found that a skilled unemployed person has an incentive to send signals to

the market, to communicate his talent to prevail over other unemployed people. In

particular, information asymmetry should be reduced if the party that possesses more

information can send signals to other interest-related parties (An, Davey, & Eggleton,

2011). Naturally, the act of signaling is based on the assumption that doing so will be

beneficial to the signaling party. Signaling theory is traditionally applied in a market

setting between a seller and a buyer (Arrow, 1972; Spence, 1973). Initially, the buyer

is at an information disadvantage versus the seller regarding the products or services

in question. Despite the inherent lack of information for said good, buyers often

have a general perception of the worth of the product (based on a given % of faulty

products). Calculating a weighted average of the general perception this results in

an estimated price for the specific product (Morris, 1987). As a result, sellers whose

product quality exceeds average will incur an opportunity loss and those with prod-

uct quality below average will experience an opportunity gain as the buyer remains

unaware of their respective product quality. Consequently, the seller of high quality

products has a motivation so signal this quality to the buyer to attain a higher price

for his product (Morris, 1987).
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Applying this to a general business setting, the stakeholders of a firm are at

an information disadvantage compared to the firm’s management. This information

asymmetry makes it di�cult to assess the quality of the firm relative to its competi-

tors. Following the aforementioned reasoning, a high-quality firm has an incentive to

signal its superior quality in order to attract more investors (An, Davey, & Eggleton,

2011). One of the most prevalent strands utilizing signaling theory is the corporate

governance literature revolving around company disclosure (Toms, 2002; Plumlee,

Brown, Hayes, & Marshall, 2015; Hummel & Schlick, 2016; Melloni, Caglio, & Perego,

2017). It is argued that firms, that are able to signal their corporate governance qual-

ity e↵ectively, can help to overcome information asymmetry between managers and

stakeholders. Accordingly, we assume a similar e↵ect when considering Environmen-

tal, Social and Governance (ESG) disclosure. Given that a firm is high performing

along the ESG dimensions, this firm has an incentive to signal these characteristics

to investors if they expect it to generate higher returns. Thus, ESG disclosure can be

understood as a valid proxy of ESG performance.

Voluntary Disclosure Theory

Research on disclosure of ESG issues posits that the best performing firms, indicating

a higher quality of its ESG performance compared with competitors, have an incentive

to signal this through more and better communication to increase their market value

(Hummel & Schlick, 2016). This relationship is often referred to as voluntary dis-

closure theory, indicating a positive relationship between sustainability performance

and quantity of sustainability disclosure. Firms with better non-financial results are

more willing (and successful) at reporting on ESG practices if they deem doing so as

beneficial (Melloni, Caglio, & Perego, 2017). Good sustainability disclosure is di�-

cult to mimic by companies with poor sustainability performance, allowing superior

performers to attain a sustainable competitive advantage (Clarkson, Li, Richardson,

& Vasvari, 2008). This finding is expanded with the study of Hummel and Schlick

(2016), which found that superior sustainability performers are engaging in high-

quality ESG reporting to signal their above average performance compared to the

market. High quality reporting is defined as the complete disclosure of relevant and

comparable numerical data that fulfill or exceed clearly defined quality requirements

(Hummel & Schlick, 2016). Thus, both the quality and the quantity are determinants

of voluntary disclosure theory (high quality, high quantity).
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Legitimacy Theory

Legitimacy theory o↵ers a di↵erent theoretical explanation for the disclosure of non-

financial information. Legitimacy theory bases on the assumption that a firm has no

right to exist if its values deviate from those of society at large (Dowling & Power,

1975). Wood (1991) makes the abstract definition of society more tangible by utiliz-

ing Freeman’s (1984) interpretation revolving around the various stakeholder groups,

which “can a↵ect or are a↵ected by the accomplishment of organizational purpose”.

Thus, the survival of a firm is at risk, given an occurring lack of legitimacy perceived

by its stakeholders. Potential causes for a loss of legitimacy are plenty, with poor

image, environmental missteps and hiring issues to name a few (Ameer & Ottmann,

2012). Legitimacy theory advocates that poor performing companies utilize sustain-

ability disclosure as a means to influence public perception in their favor to distract

from their real sustainability performance (Deegan, 2002; Magness, 2006; Shehata,

2014). In other words, forced by the importance of the public perception, manage-

ment is encouraged to disclose information that can influence the stakeholders’ opinion

about the firm in a positive manner. Extended literature indicates a negative rela-

tionship between sustainability performance and quantity of sustainability reporting

(Deegan, 2002; Patten, 2002). Melloni et al. (2017) discovered that firms with worse

non-financial (ESG) performance are less prone to provide insightful ESG disclosure

when compared to their competitors. Instead, weak performers tend to provide re-

ports that are vaguer and are su↵ering from information overload (low quality, high

quantity). Furthermore, when assessing sustainability performance and the quality

of sustainability reporting, Hummel and Schlick (2016) identified a coherent negative

relationship. Thus, low sustainability performers tend to conceal their performance

under vast amounts of low-quality ESG reporting to uphold their legitimacy in front

of external stakeholders (Hummel & Schlick, 2016). Low-quality information refers

to any information that does not fulfill the aforementioned criteria for high-quality

disclosure. Thus, these firms prefer to disclose low-quality information by reporting in

a way that is opaque, incomplete or superficial to divert from their true sustainability

performance.

Accordingly, voluntary disclosure theory and legitimacy theory are the dominant

theoretical concepts when assessing the relationship between ESG performance and

ESG disclosure. Whilst in traditional literature interpreted as competitive and mutu-

ally exclusive, more recent literature has found that reconciling voluntary disclosure

theory and legitimacy theory simultaneously is more successful at explaining the re-

porting quality of sustainability information (Hummel & Schlick, 2016). Thus, a
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firm’s behavior is driven by maximizing market value (voluntary disclosure theory)

on the one hand, and on the other hand by wanting to avoid negative consequences

related to a deterioration in public perception (legitimacy theory). Both the quality

and quantity of sustainability reporting are included in the analysis.

Finally, having elaborated on the principal theories and the terms of CSR and

ESG performance which drive our thesis, we will shift focus towards the ESG scores

that we use as proxies for a firm’s sustainability performance.

3.5 ESG Scores

As mentioned in our research contribution (see Section 1.4), we set out to investigate

whether the relationship between ESG- and financial performance is consistent when

applying di↵erent sustainability proxies. Thus, we will utilize two overall ESG scores,

including the ESG performance (ESGP) score by Refinitiv Eikon (E) and the ESG

Disclosure (ESGD) score by Bloomberg (B). Refinitiv, former Thomson Reuter, and

Bloomberg are two of the leading and most credible information platforms used within

the financial industry today. For the sake of simplicity we are going to refer to Refinitiv

Eikon as ”Eikon” throughout our paper. In particular, this thesis utilizes the following

ESG scores:

• (E) Environmental, Social and Governance Score (ESGP);

• (E) Environmental Pillar Score (EPS);

• (E) Social Pillar Score (SPS);

• (E) Governance Pillar Score (GPS);

• (B) ESG Disclosure Score (ESGD).

Firstly, we take a closer look at the four ESG scores deduced from Eikon (E). The

di↵erent scores and how they are related to each other are illustrated in Figure 3.1

below.
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Figure 3.1: Eikon’s ESG Scores, amended from Refinitiv (2020).

In the following, we will firstly outline Eikon’s data-collection process and then

present the di↵erent pillar scores. Then, the overall ESG performance (ESGP) score,

made up of the aforementioned pillar scores will be explained. Lastly, Bloomberg’s

ESG disclosure (ESGD) score will be elaborated upon.

Data Collection for Eikon’s ESG scores

The process used by Eikon for calculating the di↵erent ESG scores begins with cap-

turing and calculating more than 450 company-level ESG datapoints (e.g. CO2 Emis-

sion). All datapoints are derived from publicly available sources such as CSR reports,

news sources, annual reports and company websites (Refinitiv, 2020). Eikon processes

all the collected data, both through computer-based analysis and manual handling

by ESG specialists, to ensure a high degree of dependability. Subsequently, the most

relevant 186 datapoints across a given industry are selected, thus building an industry

specific subset. These datapoints are the basis for the ESG scoring. Eikon has in-

cluded the industry specificity of datapoints, due to the di↵erences in environmental,

social and governance issues across industries. After the selection, the 186 datapoints

are sorted into 10 di↵erent categories, spanning across three pillar scores: EPS, SPS

and GPS (see Table 3.1 ).
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Table 3.1: Eikon’s Pillar Scores, amended from Refinitiv (2020).

In the following section the three ESG pillar scores and their accompanying calcu-

lation methods are outlined. The pillar scores, similar to the overall ESG performance

score, can range from a numerical value between 0.1 to 100, where the latter indicates

the highest viable score (Refinitiv, 2020).

Environmental Pillar Score (EPS)

The EPS looks at how a company impacts the environment through its operations.

This is not limited solely to the companies own operations, but also takes the entire

supply chain into consideration (Refinitiv, 2020). The score is derived from the rank-

ing of three underlying categories: Resource Use, Emissions and Innovation. First,

the Resource Use category covers topics such as how e�ciently a company is able

to minimize the resources used in its operations, for example its water consumption.

Second, the Emissions category investigates how successful a company is at limiting

its emissions (e.g. GHG emissions). Third, the Innovation category refers to topics

such as how innovative a company is at reducing their environmental impact. By cal-

culating the relative sum of the weights of these categories the Environmental score

is obtained. It is worth noting that Eikon’s assigned weights of these three categories

di↵ers across di↵erent industries. This is done to account for di↵erences in importance

amongst di↵erent industries in terms of the three categories. Hence, by benchmarking

on an industry basis, the EPS’s are comparable for corporations active in di↵erent

industries.
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Social Pillar Score (SPS)

The SPS looks at how a company is performing in terms of social concerns. Besides

internal factors the SPS also incorporates outside factors, such as how the company

impacts the community in which it operates. The score is divided into four di↵er-

ent categories: Community, Human Rights, Product Responsibility and Workforce.

Firstly, the Community category measures how a company is taking the public con-

cerns (e.g. public health) into consideration in its ongoing business practices. This

also includes an assessment of the overall business ethics inherent in the company.

Secondly, the Human Rights category looks at factors associated with a company’s

ability to follow conventions concerning human rights. Thirdly, the Product Respon-

sibility category looks at the products developed by the company and to what extent

these meet the required safety and health aspects for its users. Data privacy issues

are included under this category as well. Fourthly, the Workforce category quantifies

the wellbeing of a company’s employees and gender diversity amongst others. Finally,

the relative sum of these category weights yields the Social Pillar Score (Refinitiv,

2020). Like the EPS, the SPS is benchmarked on an industry basis to make the score

comparable across di↵erent industries.

Governance Pillar Score (GPS)

The GPS measures how well the company manages corporate governance. The score

includes three main-categories: CSR Strategy, Management and Shareholders (Refini-

tiv, 2020). Firstly, the scoring of the CSR Strategy is based on the level a company

manages to incorporate and convey its Corporate Social Responsibility strategies in

its daily operations. This means that it is not only important that a company uti-

lizes CSR strategies, but also that they are communicated e�ciently to the workforce

and public. The Management category measures how the corporation’s governance

corresponds to optimal principles of governance, including issues such as CEO du-

ality, external board representation and gender diversity. Finally, the Shareholder

category quantifies how a company treats their di↵erent shareholders. For instance,

it assesses whether the company in question has any anti-takeover defenses in place

to prevent hostile takeovers, which would ultimately limit shareholder power. The

final GPS score is derived by the relative sum of the category weights which yields

the Governance Pillar Score. In contrast to the EPS & SPS, the GPS is not industry

specific, but instead country-specific. The rationale being, that governance practices

are largely consistent based on the country in which the corporation operates.
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ESG Performance Score (ESGP) – Putting the pieces together

The overall ESGP score takes all the di↵erent factors of the Environmental, Social

and Governance pillars into consideration. Combining the scores gives an overall

score on how a company performs in terms of ESG performance. An advantage of

having an overall score is that investors can quickly compare companies with each

other (Refinitiv, 2020). While a specific company might be performing worse relative

to its peers from a social perspective, it might still have an overall higher ESG score

due to the higher performance in the other two pillars. Eikon utilizes the previously

mentioned category weights of each pillar score to obtain the overall ESGP score.

The overall ESGP score is then derived as the weighted average of the category scores

and the corresponding category weights:

ESGPi =
X

Scorei,Category ⇤Weighti,Category (3.1)

Consequently, the ESG score represents an overall assessment of a company’s ESG

performance, giving investors a detailed overview of the corporation’s performance

respective of the industry (EPS, SPS) and country (GPS) it is operating in. The lowest

awarded score is 0.1, with a corresponding maximum score of 100. This concludes

the ESG scores used by Eikon. For a more in-depth explanation of the underlying

calculus please see Appendix A. In the following we will outline the workings of the

ESG Disclosure score, retrieved from Bloomberg.

ESG Disclosure Score (ESGD)

Bloomberg’s ESG Disclosure score (ESGD), contrarily to Eikon’s ESG metrics, does

not quantify a firm’s ESG performance directly, but rather the amount of ESG data

made publicly available by firms. Thus, the ESGD score details a company’s trans-

parency in ESG matters (Bloomberg L.P, 2020). Examples of sources used for data

gathering are annual reports, information published on company websites, CSR re-

ports, and corporate governance reports. In a similar vein to Eikon’s scoring method-

ology, Bloomberg applies a scoring rank from 0.1 to 100. The lowest possible score,

0.1, corresponds to companies having the lowest possible score and therefore the low-

est transparency in their ESG disclosure. The highest score, 100, corresponds to full

disclosure of all ESG datapoints assessed by Bloomberg (Moy Huber & Comstock,

2017). The scoring methodology can be compared with ticking boxes on a list of

ESG-relevant datapoints. If a company fails to disclose information on a specific

data point, or chooses not to, their ESGD score will be lowered accordingly. Natu-

rally, the more ESG-related information a firm discloses, the higher the ESGD score

will be. To account for di↵erences in importance of di↵erent datapoints, Bloomberg
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applies a proprietary weighting methodology. For instance, disclosure surrounding

greenhouse-gas emissions may be given a greater weight than other datapoints. Ad-

ditionally, Bloomberg benchmarks a firm’s ESGD score to its peers in the same indus-

try (Bloomberg L.P, 2020). Similar to the datapoint sourcing of Eikon, Bloomberg

identifies 120 relevant datapoints for any given industry. These datapoints are then

used to calculate the ESGD score for all companies within that industry. Examples of

datapoints used are shareholders’ rights, community relations, renewable energy, and

waste disposal amongst others (Moy Huber & Comstock, 2017). It is worth noting

that Bloomberg’s ESG disclosure score does only rate the quantity of ESG disclosure

and not the quality. The quality of the disclosure in question will therefore be more

dependent on the quality of ESG disclosure standards and their enforcement by the

relevant regulatory bodies.

This concludes our theoretical framework. In the following literature review

(Chapter 4), we outline the relevant findings in the research field of CSR- and fi-

nancial performance.
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Literature Review

Having defined the multitude of concepts surrounding non-financial performance, as

well as the relevant theories and applied ESG scores to support our research, we now

enter into the current literature in this field of research. In particular, numerous

studies have investigated the relationship between CSR performance and financial

performance (FINP). Assessing extended literature it appears that a small, but sta-

tistically significant, positive relationship between CSR performance and accounting-

based FINP exists. Commonly applied accounting-based performance measures in-

clude return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE) and return on capital employed

(ROCE). Similarly, the majority of current research, which focuses on the relationship

of CSR activity and market-based performance, reports a slightly positive link. Uti-

lized market-based performance measures range from Tobin’s Q, market-to-book ratio

to stock returns. Friede et al. (2015), confirm this general picture of the previously

conducted research in their meta study, assessing 2200 current studies in this field of

research. As a result, they conclude that, on average, a positive relationship between

CSR performance and both accounting- and market based performance is evident

(Friede, Busch, & Bassen, 2015). Nevertheless, their finding should be treated with

considerable care, as it is derived from a vote-count study. Such research is heavily

limited in terms of granularity, and only compares the number of positive studies with

the ones reporting a negative relationship. As such, methodological considerations,

or the di↵erence in CSR proxies and FINP variables are not accounted for. Taking

a closer look at the individual publications, a more diverse picture amongst research

surfaces. In particular, a variety of research approaches have been used, including

di↵erent timespans, geographical markets, as well as significant methodological dif-

ferences. Additionally, studies have utilized di↵erent proxy values for sustainability

performance as well as di↵ering financial performance measures. Thus, granularity

is particularly important for our field of research. Consequently, we will apply a
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more in-depth assessment of previous research, to attain a better understanding of

how previous researchers have arrived at their findings. To allow for a comprehensive

overview, we explore and elaborate upon the di↵erent research approaches and find-

ings in this section. Besides the findings of each study, we list the applied performance

measures, sample size, sample country and time-span of research. Firstly, we focus on

those studies which identified a positive link between CSR and FINP. Secondly, the

studies which concluded a non-positive relationship are explored. Additionally, we

subdivide the sections after the papers, which have explored either accounting-based

or market-based performance measures.

4.1 Positive Relationship: CSR Performance and

FINP

When reviewing extended literature, several studies have concluded a positive rela-

tionship between CSR performance and financial performance. This section presents

this strand of research, and outlines the defining characteristics of each respective

study to provide additional insights into how the final results came about. Evident

di↵erences across research include di↵erent CSR proxies, FINP measures, regression

types and sample choices.

Market-based financial performance

Investigating the relationship between CSR performance and financial performance,

Arx and Ziegler (2014) conducted a study using average monthly stock return as a

proxy value for market performance. Conducting the study on both the American

and European market between 2003-2006, the stock returns for the sample data were

calculated based on data retrieved from Thomsons Reuters Datastream. The final

sample of the study consisted of 173 American and 268 European companies. The

applied proxy values for CSR performance of the sample firms was provided by Sarasin

and Cie, a swiss bank, with particular focus on the corporations’ environmental and

social activities. Using a homogeneous panel regression (pooled OLS), they found a

positive relationship between CSR- and stock performance for both the US and the

European region. Additionally, their study concluded a larger positive e↵ect in the

American market. The authors argue that one explanation might be that the ethical

components of CSR (and conversely ESG) have a more prolonged tradition in Amer-

ica compared to Europe.
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Similarly, Marti et al. (2015) identified a positive relationship between CSR perfor-

mance and market performance. In particular, they explored the relationship between

CSR and corporate financial performance using the Stoxx Europe Sustainability index

as a proxy value for CSR. The Stoxx Europe Sustainability index includes the leading

European companies in terms of ESG performance. Using a total of 153 companies

listed on the Stoxx 600 index between 2007-2010, they then used the Stoxx Europe

Sustainability Index as a Boolean variable to determine companies with good CSR

performance (Marti, Rovira-Val, & Drescher, 2015). An inclusion in the index was in-

terpreted as a sign of good ESG performance relative to its peers. Tobin’s Q was used

as the relevant market performance measure. Applying two heterogeneous panel data

models, fixed e↵ects (FE) and random e↵ects (RE), they found that Tobin’s Q was

positively impacted by said relationship when applying the random e↵ects regression.

Conversely, the fixed e↵ects regression resulted in no significant findings. Based on

the obtained results, the authors argue that companies integrating these factors could

obtain a competitive advantage and increased market performance (Marti, Rovira-

Val, & Drescher, 2015).

Exploring the overall significance of ESG performance for financial performance,

Yu et al. (2018) investigate the relationship between ESG transparency and market

performance. Applying a pooled OLS regression, they identify a significant relation-

ship between corporate ESG disclosure and firm performance, measured by Tobin’s

Q. In terms of sample and time horizon, Yu et al. (2018) include 1996 companies

that operate in 47 di↵erent countries between the years of 2012 to 2016. Consistent

with other studies in this research strand, the used proxy for ESG transparency is

the ESG Disclosure score, retrieved from Bloomberg. Consequently, they argue that

ESG transparency provides crucial non-financial information for corporate stakehold-

ers, reducing the inherent information asymmetry between managers and investors.

Additionally, the study confirms that the economic development of a country, in which

the firm operates, is crucial for the level of ESG disclosure (Yu, Guo, & Luu, 2018).

Thus, ESG disclosure is high in countries where the level of economic development is

high.

Another research approach, which encompasses two CSR performance measures

simultaneously, is shown by Gutsche et al. (2017). As such, they explore the relation-

ship between CSR disclosure and CSR performance in relation to firm performance,

whilst applying a pooled OLS regression. They utilize the ESG Disclosure score

(Bloomberg) and the ESG performance score (Eikon) as proxies for CSR performance.
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In other words, their intention is to compare the impact of either ESG performance

measure on financial performance. In particular, when investigating firm-value e↵ects

of S&P 500 firms from 2011 to 2014 they found that the firm-value e↵ect of both ESG

proxies is a positively significant one with market performance (average monthly stock

returns). In terms of the strength of the associated e↵ect, ESG disclosure was sub-

stantially bigger than that of ESG performance (Gutsche, Schulz, & Gratwohl, 2017).

The underlying reason for this finding bases on the inherent complexity and excessive

quantity surrounding ESG disclosure, resulting in ESG disclosure being mistakenly

understood as ESG performance (Gutsche, Schulz, & Gratwohl, 2017). This consti-

tutes a problem, as the content of ESG disclosures may only be loosely coupled to

real ESG performance. As mentioned previously, rating agencies such as Bloomberg,

do not measure the quality of ESG disclosure, but rather the quantity of supplied

information. It is worth noting, that the disclosure environment in which Gutsche et

al. (2017) study took place is a largely unregulated one, being the US capital market.

The generalizability of their finding is thus somewhat limited, and results may di↵er

across regions with a stricter mandatory non-financial disclosure environment such as

the European Union.

Accounting-based financial performance

Velte (2017) found a positive relationship between ESG and accounting performance

(ROA). Specifically, the study analyzed companies listed on the German Prime Stan-

dard MDAX, TexDAX and DAX30, between 2010 – 2014. To represent financial

performance, Velte (2017) uses ROA and Tobin’s Q as financial performance mea-

sures, whilst CSR performance is proxied through Eikon’s ESG scores. He tested the

underlying relationship for the overall ESG score, as well as the three pillar scores. To

analyze the data, Velte used fixed e↵ect regression analysis to assess his 412 annual

observations. The study concluded that the overall ESG performance, as well as each

of the ESG pillar scores has a positive relationship to ROA. Additionally, his study

identifies governance performance to yield the strongest impact on accounting perfor-

mance, when compared with environmental- and social performance. He argues, that

this might be due to the extensive tradition of governance reporting in Germany, re-

sulting in the high significance of governance performance today (Velte, 2017). Lastly,

Velte stresses that it is likely that the relationship between the financial performance

and ESG performance will change in the years to come, due to changes in stakeholder

management influenced by new regulations introduced in the aftermath of the finan-

cial crisis.
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Also analyzing the German market, Fischer and Sawczyn (2013) found similar

results when looking at the relationship between corporate financial performance and

ESG performance. The study analyzed a sample of the 64 largest German compa-

nies, for each year between 2007-2008, listed on the German Prime Standard. Unlike

above studies, they used data from the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), measuring

environmental and social performance, as a proxy value for CSR. Governance perfor-

mance was not treated in this study. Using a pooled OLS regression, they concluded

a positive relationship between ROA and CSR performance. Furthermore, the au-

thors question whether future studies will obtain similar results when more CSR data

for analysis is accessible. Thus, Fischer & Sawczyn (2013) suggest the application

of longitudinal data, as they consider it favorable for validifying previously obtained

results. Velte’s (2017) aforementioned argument is consistent with this opinion.

Likewise, Zhao et al. (2018) concluded a positive relationship between accounting

performace and CSR performance. The study focuses exclusively on one industry,

investigating the relationship for listed Chinese power generation companies between

2007-2016. The underlying sample consists of 20 companies. Similar to Fischer and

Sawczyn (2013), the study focuses solely on investigating the relationship between

accounting performance and CSR performance. However, the applied performance

measure of accounting performance di↵er slightly, with Zhao et al. (2018) using re-

turn on capital employed (ROCE) instead of ROA. In contrast to the aforementioned

literature, the researchers of this study derive the proxy values of CSR performance

themselves. In particular, Zhao et al. (2018) developed their own ESG evaluation

index to quantify CSR performance. The index is created using a pressure-state-

response framework, which included factors such as the emission rate of smoke, the

percentage of revenue invested in environmental protection and the percentage of fe-

male employees in the company. The ESG data underlying this study was retrieved

from sources such as companies’ CSR reports and other publicly attainable sources.

Using a random-e↵ects regression, they concluded a positive relationship between

ESG performance and accounting performance. Based on the obtained results, the

authors point out the importance of a heightened management focus on ESG issues,

considering its impact on the profitability of corporations.

Conversely, exploring the relationship of the individual ESG constituents (E, S,

G), Han, Kim, & Yu (2016) identified a mixed relationship between CSR disclosure

and accounting performance (ROE). Bloomberg’s ESG disclosure score was applied

as a proxy for CSR performance. Whilst a significantly positive relationship between
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the governance disclosure score and ROE was concluded under the random e↵ects

model, no such finding could be observed for the fixed e↵ects model (Han, Kim, &

Yu, 2016). The environmental disclosure score showcased a non-linear, U-shaped

relationship with accounting firm performance. Thus, although initially exposing a

negative relationship, high levels of environmental disclosure seemed to pay o↵ in the

long-run under consistent corporate commitment. Contrarily, the social disclosure

score was attested a non-significant relationship, implying no significant impact on

firm performance. Two heterogeneous panel regressions were used, including the fixed

e↵ects and random e↵ects models.

4.2 Non-positive Relationship: CSR Performance

and FINP

Market based financial performance

When looking at listed Italian companies, Landi & Sciarelli (2019) found no relation-

ship between CSR performance and stock performance. Specifically, they investigated

whether socially responsible investors outperfom their peers, looking at 40 Italian Blue

Chip companies listed between 2007-2015 on the Financial Times Stock Exchange Mi-

lano Indice di Borsa (FTSE MIB) Index. The researchers used ESG data retrieved

from Standard Ethics, an European ESG rating company, as a proxy value for CSR.

A pooled OLS regression model was applied to their sample. The authors suggest

that the obtained results might be a result of the ESG data not containing all vari-

ables needed to fully explain the ESG performance of the sample companies (Landi

& Sciarelli, 2019). Similarly, Velte’s (2017) aforementioned study also included a

market-based performance variable, Tobin’s Q. Conversely, to the identified positive

relationship with accounting performance, Velte concluded a non-significant relation-

ship with market performance. He hypothesizes that a reason for this is the short

time period (2010-2014) on which he based his study, failing to take into account

regulatory changes to stakeholder management after the financial crisis (Velte, 2017).

Thus, potential changes in the relationship between ESG performance and market-

performance have yet to materialize.

Han, Kim, & Yu (2016) found varying results when analyzing the relationship

between ESG Disclosure and financial firm performance on the Korean Stock Ex-

change, for the years 2008-2014. To adequately measure ESG performance they used

Bloomberg’s Disclosure Score as a proxy value for ESG transparency (Han, Kim, &
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Yu, 2016). In particular, they utilized Bloomberg’s sub-scores for the environmen-

tal, social and governance disclosures in their analysis. Stock returns were used to

measure the market-based performance. The applied regression type includes both

the random-e↵ects and the fixed-e↵ects model. The e↵ect of the di↵erent ESG scores

was uniformly non-significant on market performance. These results held true when

applying either the RE or the FE regression. It is worth noting, that Han et al.

(2016) were forced to significantly reduce the initial sample size (700 firms) to only

94 firms, due to incomplete data availability in Bloomberg. Thus, more significant

results might have been deduced if the sample size would have been bigger.

In a similar study conducted by Deev & Khazalia (2017) a negative relation-

ship between CSR performance and market performance (Tobin’s Q) was concluded.

Specifically, the study investigated the e↵ects of ESG transparency and financial per-

formance, by looking at the 40 largest European insurance companies between 2005

– 2014. Similarly to Han et al. (2016), Deev & Khazalia (2017) used Bloomberg’s

ESG Disclosure Score as a proxy of ESG transparency. Besides the ESG Disclosure

score, they looked into specific themes of the social and governance pillars (e.g. Em-

ployee Turnover, Board Size. In terms of regression analysis, both a pooled OLS

regression and a fixed-e↵ects model are displayed. When running the pooled OLS

the relationship is indicated as non-significant, whilst they conclude a significantly

negative relationship when looking at the fixed-e↵ects output. Consequently, Deev

& Khazalia (2017) find that firm-transparency is a significant influencing factor for

market performance. Naturally, the limiting factor of this study is that is only repre-

sentative for the insurance industry. As the findings deviate from extended literature,

commonly reporting a non-negative relationship between ESG transparency and firm

performance, this is something to keep in mind.

Accounting based financial performance

López, Garcia, & Rodriguez (2007) concuded a negative relationship between CSR

and financial performance, for European listed companies. Specifically, they compared

55 firms listed on the Down Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) between 1998 and 2004.

The companies listed on DJSI are used as a proxy for CSR, since inclusion in the index

requires the fulfillment of certain criteria regarding sustainability practices. Financial

performance is measured with the accounting measures revenue growth (REV) and

profit before tax (PBT), retrieved from AMADEUS and companies’ financial state-

ments. Thus, this study constitutes one solely focused on accounting performance.

Using a fixed-e↵ect regression analysis, they find a negative relationship between CSR
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and financial performance for the year in which sustainability practices are enforced.

The authors argue that this is due to the resources allocated towards these activi-

ties, in turn reducing accounting performance. Furthermore, the authors identify a

diminishing e↵ect between CSR performance and FINP over time. This indicates,

that the negative marginal e↵ect of CSR performance on financial performance over

time shrinks, becoming increasingly less negative. Based on the obtained results, the

authors argue for the need of performing the study over a later time period to see

whether increasing CSR performance could increase financial performance.

Having concluded a positive relationship between CSR performance and market

performance, Marti et al. (2015) did not find a uniform e↵ect on their accounting-

based performance measures (ROA, ROE). In particular, no significant relationship

could be determined in their study of the Stock Europe Sustainability index from

2010-2014, for either the fixed e↵ect or the random e↵ects regression with the de-

pendent variables of ROA and ROE. Another study which explored both accounting-

and market-based financial performance, Han, Kim, & Yu (2016) identified a negative

relationship between CSR disclosure and accounting performance (ROE). As a proxy

for CSR disclosure, Han et al. (2016) used the Bloomberg Disclosure Score. As men-

tioned previously, both fixed e↵ects and random e↵ects models were ran. The results

for the di↵erent ESG scores were mixed. Whilst, a significantly positive relationship

between the governance disclosure score and ROE was concluded under the random

e↵ects model, no such finding could be observed when accounting for fixed e↵ects

(Han, Kim, & Yu, 2016). The environmental disclosure score showcased a non-linear,

U-shaped relationship with accounting firm performance. Thus, although initially ex-

posing a negative relationship, high levels of environmental disclosure pay o↵ in the

long-run under consistent corporate commitment. Contrarily, the social disclosure

score was attested a non-significant relationship, implying no significant impact on

firm performance.
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4.3 Literature Review Summary

In general, a largely inconclusive picture of this research field emerges, when moving

away from the aforementioned meta study towards a more granular level. As such,

we have outlined a wide variety in findings across studies which have tested for either

accounting- and/or market performance. It is evident that the methods and measure-

ments utilized to reach the respective findings are far-spread, concluding a positive-,

negative or non-significant relationship between CSR performance and FINP. It is

worth noting that the studies, which tested for both financial performance measures

failed to report a consistent statistically significant relationship for both measures

simultaneously (Marti, Rovira-Val, & Drescher, 2015; Han, Kim, & Yu, 2016; Velte,

2017). Thus, the results are far from uniform. The main reason ascribed to the di-

versity in findings is the aforementioned inconsistency in terms of research method,

performance measures and CSR proxies. A variety of di↵erent panel regression models

(pooled OLS, Random E↵ects, Fixed E↵ects) and sample choices is particularly evi-

dent. Additionally, financial performance measures di↵er across research, with both

accounting- and market based performance measures applied. Amongst the most

popular are Return on Assets (ROA) and Tobin’s Q respectively (Marti, Rovira-Val,

& Drescher, 2015; Deev & Khazalia, 2017; Velte, 2017). Other performance measures

found in previous research are stock returns (Arx & Ziegler, 2014) and abnormal re-

turns (Landi & Sciarelli, 2019). Studies investigating the relationship between CSR-

and financial performance have also used di↵erent proxy values for CSR performance.

Aupperle, Carroll, & Hatfield (1985) argue that the complexity of measuring CSR

stems from the di�culty of selecting the right criteria in an objective way. As evident

from extended literature, a majority of studies have applied third-party ESG measures

as proxies for CSR performance. This is due to the clearly structured and quantifiable

characteristics of ESG performance measures compared with the opaque concept of

CSR, as outlined in section 3.1. This confirms the applicability of our chosen CSR

proxies, ESG performance score (Eikon) and ESG disclosure score (Bloomberg). All

the studies that contributed to our aforementioned literature review are summarized

in Table 4.1 below. Amongst others, the study’s time-span, sample size, CSR proxy,

FINP measure, identified relationship and applied regression type are listed here.
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Table 4.1: Summary of literature review.



Chapter 5

Hypothesis Development

It can be deduced from the displayed literature review that no consistent finding in

terms of a relationship between CSR performance and financial performance (ROA,

Tobin’s Q) has been identified. To some extent, the varying results might be induced

by the multitude of di↵erent methodologies, CSR proxies and samples applied. Based

on the aforementioned literature review and previously stated research questions (see

Section 1.3), we develop suitable hypotheses to operationalize said research questions.

This approach is consistent with our positivist research approach (see Chapter 2),

deducing hypotheses from existing theory and subsequently assessing these hypotheses

through statistical testing. We begin by stating the relevant research questions (RQ1,

RQ2, RQ3 ), before formulating the testable hypotheses based on extended literature.

Consequently, we formulate three sets of hypotheses for our paper.

Hypotheses Set 1 (RQ1)

RQ1) What is the relationship between ESG performance and financial performance?

First, representing our original curiosity, the relationship between corporate ESG-

and financial performance constitutes our main research question (RQ1 ). In this con-

text, and due to the diversity of CSR proxy measures evident in previous literature,

we refer to CSR performance as ESG performance, encompassing ESG performance

(Eikon) and ESG disclosure (Bloomberg). This represents an attempt to provide a

more holistic and inclusive study than previous studies, focusing on one CSR perfor-

mance proxy only (Velte, 2017). Thus, considering the findings of previous research

together with the contemporary rise in public and investor awareness surrounding

matters of corporate sustainability, we postulate the following hypothesis.
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H.1.1) A high ESG performance leads to better financial performance (FINP).

Above-average ESG performance is seen as indicative of a significant competitive

advantage (Marti, Rovira-Val, & Drescher, 2015), as well as yielding financial ben-

efits such as cheaper capital leading to heightened levels of accounting performance

(Dhaliwal, Li, Tsang, & Yang, 2011; Velte, 2017). Additionally, aligned with the

heightened interest of investors and other stakeholders, we expect investors to appre-

ciate good ESG performance, transcending into a higher market performance (Fischer

& Sawczyn, 2013; Marti, Rovira-Val, & Drescher, 2015). Thus, consistent with previ-

ous research, we expect to find a positive relationship between ESG performance and

financial performance. Whilst hypothesis H.1.1 revolves around ESG performance,

hypothesis H.1.2 revolves around ESG disclosure.

H.1.2) A high ESG disclosure leads to better financial performance (FINP).

Firms with a high level of ESG disclosure are associated with a corresponding re-

duction in information asymmetry, between stakeholders and corporate management,

and subsequent risk reduction (van Duuren, Platinga, & Scholtens, 2016; Yu, Guo, &

Luu, 2018). Therefore, we expect stakeholders to reward the firms that provide ad-

ditional insight into ESG matters. Based on voluntary disclosure theory, those firms

are also expected to perform particularly well in terms of ESG (Hummel & Schlick,

2016). This reinforces a positive long-term outlook, commonly associated with sus-

tainable companies, which we believe should be mirrored in their accounting- and

market performance. Gutsche (2017) finds that stakeholders tend to interpret ESG

transparency as a substitute of ESG performance itself, albeit the inherent di↵er-

ences. Consequently, a similar e↵ect as seen under hypothesis H.1.1 can be theorized

for ESG disclosure as well.

Additionally, we compare the relationship and e↵ects of the two CSR proxies on

financial performance. A main criticism surrounding this field of research is the in-

herent inconsistency of previous studies, often applying a vast multitude of di↵erent

CSR performance measures (see Table 4.1 ). This heavily confines comparability be-

tween studies, and prohibits a conclusive picture of this research area. We intend to

check the comparability of di↵erent CSR proxies. In particular, we utilize the ESG

disclosure score (Bloomberg) and the ESG performance score (Eikon) as CSR proxies

in our study. Consequently, when comparing the e↵ect of the two proxies on financial

performance we state the following hypothesis.
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H.1.3) The relationship of ESG performance and ESG disclosure with financial per-

formance is a consistent, positive one.

When applying the same set of ESG proxies to his American sample, Gutsche

(2017) finds a consistent positive e↵ect for both ESG proxies on financial perfor-

mance. This is also aligned with our Hypotheses H.1.1 and H.1.2. Similarly, volun-

tary disclosure theory argues that a good ESG performance leads to higher levels of

ESG disclosure, rendering the inherent relationship of the two proxies a positive one.

Finally, whilst hypothesis H.1.3 compares the relationship of the two CSR proxies

with financial performance, hypothesis H.1.4 investigates the corresponding strength

of e↵ects on financial performance.

H.1.4) The ESG performance score has a bigger e↵ect on financial performance

than the ESG disclosure score.

We assume investors to be knowledgeable of the di↵erences of ESG disclosure

score and ESG performance score. Whilst the prior does not indicate anything about

the ESG performance of firms, but rather measures a firm’s transparency in terms

of ESG matters, the latter is an industry-adjusted score closely monitoring ESG

performance across the three dimensions (see Section 3.5). As such, we would expect

true ESG performance to be more closely related to financial firm performance than

ESG transparency itself.

Hypotheses Set 2 (RQ2)

RQ2) Does the e↵ect on financial performance di↵er across the ESG pillars of envi-

ronmental performance, social performance and governance performance?

Second, to provide additional insight into the relationship of ESG performance

and financial performance, we investigate the inherent relationship of financial per-

formance with the individual constituents of ESG. Thus, we investigate the individual

e↵ects of the E, S, & G scores (Eikon) on financial performance. We deem this research

question as crucial to better understand the dynamics of the overall ESG score and

identify the underlying drivers of the e↵ect of ESG performance on FINP. This leads

us to the following two sub-hypotheses. Firstly, in terms of the pillars relationship:
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H.2.1) The individual ESG pillars have a consistent positive e↵ect on financial per-

formance.

Research has previously identified a positive e↵ect of all three factors on financial

performance (Velte, 2017). Aligned with our expectation to find an overall positive

relationship for ESG performance and financial performance (see H.1.1 ), we assume

a positive relationship for each constituent with financial performance. Nevertheless,

the strength of the e↵ect of environmental-, social- and governance performance on

financial performance might di↵er. This is described in hypothesis H.2.2. Secondly,

in terms of comparative e↵ect:

H.2.2) Environmental performance has a bigger e↵ect on financial performance than

social – and governance performance.

Due to its contemporary relevance, we expect the environmental performance

measure to yield the biggest e↵ect on financial performance. This is due to the

ascribed importance of environmental performance by investors and stakeholders,

being seen as indicative for long-term performance. This somewhat opposes Velte’s

(2017) findings, identifying the governance pillar to yield the highest e↵ect on financial

performance. We deem his findings as only partially applicable to our study, as Velte’s

chosen timespan (2010-2014) and sample di↵ers from ours.

Hypotheses Set 3 (RQ3)

RQ3) Does the e↵ect of ESG performance on financial performance change over time

or does it remain constant?

Third, in an attempt to fill a gap in current literature we explore the relationship

of ESG performance on financial performance over time. Due to the increased im-

portance of corporate sustainability assigned by corporate stakeholders, a change in

e↵ect of ESG performance on accounting performance may be evident. Similarly, the

rising popularity of sustainable investing amongst investors suggests a similar e↵ect

for market performance. A changed stakeholder sentiment, in terms of the importance

of corporate ESG performance for corporate success, may be induced by regulatory

changes and heightened public awareness (KPMG, 2019). To the best of our knowl-

edge, said time-aspect of the ESG performance and FINP relationship has not been

explored to date. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:
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H.3) The e↵ect of ESG measures on financial performance increases over time.

(H.3.1-H.3.5)

As such, we expect the e↵ect of the ESG measures on FINP to increase over our

sample period (2009-2019). Appearing in the wake of the financial crisis, terms such

as corporate sustainability, responsible investing and ESG performance only slowly

started to enter the mainstream investor terminus. Conversely, in recent years, a

good ESG strategy has been considered a “must-have” rather than “good to have”,

showcasing its current relevance for public corporations (Arraiano & Hategan, 2019).

Consequently, we expect a positive trend in terms of ESG measures and financial

performance over time. This hypothesis applies to each of our five ESG proxies and

will subsequently be tested for each ESG measure and financial performance (H.3.1

= ESGP, H.3.2 = ESGD, H.3.3 = EPS, H.3.4 = SPS, H.3.5 = GPS).

Having operationalized our research questions, we now proceed to elaborate on

our chosen methodology to test the stated hypotheses.
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Data and Methodology

This section will outline the process of sample selection, explanation of used vari-

ables and the identification of the appropriate regression model when conducting our

research. In particular, emphasis is put on providing the reader with an in-depth

understanding of the corresponding decisions made, ensuring transparency and reli-

ability of our study. First, we outline the sample selection process, determining the

final dataset which we have utilized.

6.1 Sample Selection

The companies that are included in this study are those that are incorporated amongst

the top performing countries in Europe in terms of ESG performance. We decided to

focus on high-ranking European countries due to the inherent quality and complete-

ness of the data across a longer time horizon. This is largely driven by the strong

European regulatory environment. In particular, directives such as the EU non-

financial reporting directive (NFRD), 2014/95/EU were introduced in recent years,

amending the already existing accounting directive 2013/34/EU (European Comis-

sion, 2020). As a result, large public companies (> 500 employees) are required to

include non-financial statements in their annual reports, spanning across the ESG

pillars. Conversely, countries with less focus on sustainability reporting are likely to

produce a less complete dataset, particularly in the earlier years of our sample. We

expect an adequate communication on sustainability matters in the higher ranked

countries due to a stricter disclosure regiment. This ensures trustworthy ESG scoring

by third parties such as Refinitiv’s Eikon and Bloomberg. We utilized the RobecoSAM

Index (2020), rating countries after their ESG performance, to identify suitable coun-

tries for our study. RobecoSAM is an investment specialist, focusing on sustainable

investing. Additionally, we decided to focus on countries which are located in ge-
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ographically adjacent clusters. In particular, these comprise the regions of Scandi-

navia (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden) and Western Europe (Austria, Germany,

Netherlands, Switzerland). Due to their close proximity, and under the unifying realm

of the European single market, we assume the ESG environment to be similar in terms

of regulation, public awareness and investor attitudes. Consequently, our sample con-

stitutes the highest scoring eight countries, as ranked by RobecoSAM, simultaneously

fulfilling the geographical conditions (adjacent European cluster) which we imposed.

The intention is to analyze the e↵ect of CSR performance on financial performance in

a levelled quality-reporting environment, with similar public and investor attitudes.

As the awareness of external CSR reporting significantly increased in the aftermath

of the 2008 financial crisis, our research focus are the business years of 2009 to 2019.

This establishes our initial sample, made up of the publicly listed corporations

which are incorporated in either of the eight aforementioned countries. This cor-

responds to 469 companies and 3124 annual observations. In the following we will

display the subsequent steps, ultimately resulting in the final sample which we applied

in our study.

Financial Entities

Consistent with previous literature, we decided to exclude companies from the fi-

nancial industry completely, due to their heterogenic characteristics and regulations

(Fischer & Sawczyn, 2013; Velte, 2017). An example of such di↵erence is the di↵erent

significance of the debt ratio between financial and non-financial bodies. As such, high

leverage is understood as perfectly normal for a financial institution, but might be

easily labelled a company in financial distress for a non-financial entity. Consequently,

we omitted 41 financial entities, corresponding to 386 annual observations.

Consecutive Observations

As levels of ESG reporting consistently increased over our sampling period, less obser-

vations of ESG data were attainable in the earlier years compared to the later years.

Similarly, ESG data for some companies was only attainable sporadically, sometimes

jumping one- or two years of reporting. As a result, the sample represented a highly

unbalanced set of panel data. To counter this we introduced a minimum thresh-

old of necessary consecutive annual observations to create a more robust regression

model. This aligns with our principal research interest, to study the development of

the ESG- and financial performance relationship over multiple consecutive years. We

defined said threshold as four consecutive years of ESG reporting (e.g. 2011, 2012,
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2013, 2014). Therefore, the outputs of our regression are less prone to being distorted

by companies for which data is only available for a small number of years. As our

independent performance variables are lagged one year (see next paragraph), this will

ensure a minimum of three consecutive observations for each company included in our

sample. The companies which failed to report on four consecutive years, or those for

who complete information was not attainable due to other data gathering issues, were

excluded from the sample. In this process, we dropped 178 companies, corresponding

to 520 annual observations.

Lagged ESG Measures

Consistent with previous literature, our independent ESG performance (ESGP, ESGD,

EPS, SPS, GPS) variables as well as the independent ROA variable (for Tobin’s Q

regression) are lagged one year (e.g. ESGP(t�1)). In practice, lagging these variables

omits the earliest year of observations for each of the 250 remaining companies. As a

result, we observe a corresponding reduction of 250 observations. This concludes our

sample selection process and therefore represents our final sample, which will be used

for the remainder of this thesis. We are thus able to include 250 companies, with

1968 annual observations, in our study. An overview of the above depicted sample

selection process is provided in Table 6.1 below.

Table 6.1: Sample Selection.

Notes: The values in brackets depict the corresponding changes induced by each action.

In the following section we will outline the corresponding variables used for our

study.
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6.2 Regression Variables

The aim of this study is to explore the relationship of CSR performance on financial

performance in a holistic manner, thus entailing both the most prominent proxies for

sustainability performance as well as financial performance measures used in extended

literature. In the following, we will outline the set of dependent-, independent and

control variables which we utilized to achieve this goal.

Dependent Variables

In line with suggestions in current literature, and for the purpose of providing a study

which yields comparable results for two di↵erent performance measures, we decide to

integrate both accounting- and market-based performance measures in our study.

Our dependent variables are Return on Asset (ROA) and Tobin’s Q. The former, de-

scribing accounting performance, displays a company’s profitability in relation to the

firm’s total assets. The usage of ROA in studies of CSR performance is widespread,

with Velte (2017) referring to it as the “most famous accounting-based variable” in

terms of financial performance. Nevertheless, Choi & Wang (2009) argue that solely

focusing on accounting based variables in this study context is insu�cient, given the

fact that accounting variables may be exposed to earnings management decisions. A

distorted picture of financial performance may be depicted. Therefore, we decided to

combine both accounting- and market-based financial performance measures. As a

result, we include Tobin’s Q as a market-based performance measure in our study.

Tobin’s Q constitutes a forward-looking measure of firm performance, where a

score below one indicates that a corporation creates less value on the stock market

than its current worth of assets. In other words, resources are used in an ine�cient

manner (Aouadi & Marsat, 2018). Conversely, if the ratio exceeds one, a corporation’s

forward looking market value exceeds its asset value. Tobin’s Q is best described as the

ratio between the firm’s physical assets market value and the associated replacement

value of said assets. Commonly, said replacement value is best estimated with a

company’s book values, as replacement values of firm assets are di�cult to estimate

and evaluate. The Tobin’s Q, which we use in our regression, is a transformed one.

In particular, we use the natural logarithm of the observed Tobin’s Q values. This is

done to counter the inherent skewness of the market variable and in turn normalize

its distribution towards a more bell-shaped curve (see Appendix B). Consequently,

results with the transformed variable are more interpretable, whilst the order of the

values remains intact. Both ROA and Tobin’s Q were retrieved from Refinitiv’s Eikon.
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Independent Variables

The independent variables of our study revolve around the notion of CSR perfor-

mance. Due to the time-intensive nature of developing a representative CSR perfor-

mance proxy manually, our big sample size, and the timely constraints imposed by

our own research frame, we opted to apply CSR performance proxies developed by

third party rating agencies. As such, we have identified the most prominent proxies

for CSR performance, used to explore the relationship with financial performance. In

particular, we will make use of a CSR performance proxy (ESG performance score),

CSR disclosure proxy (ESG disclosure score) and three pillar scores, making up the

aforementioned ESG performance score (Environmental Pillar Score, Social Pillar

Score, Governance Pillar Score). Accordingly, we will utilize a number of di↵erent

ESG performance measures, representing the diversity of extended literature, when

investigating said relationship.

Firstly, when investigating sustainability performance, we utilize the ESG per-

formance (ESGP) score developed by Eikon which we retrieved in June 2020. Said

score ranges from 0.1 to 100, and represents a company’s sustainability performance,

based on three pillars (environmental, social and governance), making up the overall

score. Secondly, we apply the ESG disclosure (ESGD) score developed by Bloomberg,

assessing a company’s transparency in matters of sustainability. The ESG disclosure

score showcases the completeness of a firm’s sustainability reports and statements in

relation to a predetermined set of ideal reporting’s by Bloomberg, awarding a score

from 0.1 to 100. Thirdly, as we are interested in the di↵erent constituents of ESG per-

formance and their respective individual e↵ect on financial performance we also take a

closer look at the Environmental, Social and Governance pillar scores of Eikon. These

scores together make up the ESG performance score which we previously mentioned

(see Figure 3.1 ). Nevertheless, their pillar-specific relationship with financial perfor-

mance is widely disputed. Therefore we use the Environmental Pillar Score (EPS),

the Social Pillar Score (SPS) and the Governance Pillar Score (GPS) as proxies for

the impact of each component on financial performance. For an in-depth explanation

of the aforementioned ESG scores, please see section 3.5.

To measure the impact of CSR performance on financial performance accurately

we utilize one-year time lagged variables of the ESG performance variables in our

study. This is based on previous findings that CSR performance needs su�cient time

to cultivate an e↵ect on financial performance (Choi & Wang, 2009; Velte, 2017).

Conversely, any given observation corresponding to a financial performance measure
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in year t (ROAt, Tobin’s Qt) is linked to the CSR proxy value in year t � 1 (e.g.

ESGP(t�1)). This is largely consistent with extended literature.

Control Variables

We include several control variables in our study. To account for firm size, we include

the natural logarithm of a company’s total assets (Firmsize). We deem this as an im-

portant control variable, as size advantages are often associated with benefits related

to economies of scale and scope. These are di�cult to imitate and thus important to

be accounted for as a control variable. However, the e↵ect of firm size on financial

performance remains ambiguous. As such, scholars find evidence for both a positive

and a negative relationship. Langer & Schultz (1993) argue that increased firm size

and corresponding diversification yields a negative e↵ect on firm value. Conversely,

El Ghoul (2011) finds that larger size attracts additional analyst coverage, reducing

information asymmetry and ultimately increasing firm value. Regardless, the impor-

tance of firm size on financial performance is undisputed, which is why we control for

organizational size. The natural logarithm is taken into account for the skewness of

the firm size variable. Thus, when taking the log, the distribution of the variable is

transformed into a more normalized bell-shape.

Additionally, we account for firm risk in terms of both systematic and unsystem-

atic risk. The unsystematic risk is described by the ratio of total debt to total assets

(Debtratio). The systematic risk is represented by the unlevered beta (UBeta) factor.

We decided to deviate from current literature (Fischer & Sawczyn, 2013; Velte, 2017),

which uses the levered beta factor as a measure for systematic risk. This decision is

founded in the inherent connection between a company’s Beta and Debt ratio. Thus,

we manually unlever the beta factor for each observation, in order to avoid multi-

collinearity issues (see Table 6.2 ). As a result, we find a more appropriate measure

for systematic risk for our study. Commonly, literature finds that better ESG per-

formance functions similar to a kind of insurance-e↵ect, signaling lower risk (Velte,

2017). Lower costs of debt capital is expected as a result.

Another relevant control variable, when using a market-based performance mea-

sure as the dependent variable, is the lagged profitability of the corporation. This

control variable only applies to the market performance regression revolving around

Tobin’s Q. Aouadi & Marsat (2018) argue for the use of a lagged ROA control vari-

able to proxy profitability, as previous research established that firm value is directly

related to firm performance. Similarly to the lagged sustainability variables, we will
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therefore include a lagged ROA(t�1) control variable in the market-based performance

regression.

We decided to include dummy variables for the industry sector (Industrydummy)

and country of incorporation (Countrydummy). We included the former as a con-

trol variable because the relationship between sustainability performance and finan-

cial performance might deviate across industries. This control variable is inspired

by Refinitiv’s finding that sustainability characteristics di↵er in di↵erent industries

(Refinitiv, 2020). We determined the industry variable through a set of dummy vari-

ables inspired by the Global Industry Classification Standards (GICS) retrieved from

Eikon, corresponding to 10 di↵erent industry sector classifications (see Appendix C ).

Consequently, a set of 9 (k-1) industry-dummies was included to control for indus-

tries. Similarly, the country variable is included to account for the possibility that

the relationship of sustainability performance and financial performance di↵ers be-

tween the countries which we included. The term ‘country of incorporation’ refers

to the country in which a company is listed or legally registered. Naturally, as we

focus on the companies that are listed in the eight countries of interest, this classifica-

tion was superior to other potential country control variables (e.g. Country of Origin).

A set of 7 (k-1) country-dummies was included to control for country of incorporation.

Finally, we initially set out to include R&D expense as another control variable

in our sample. In this context, R&D signifies the technological knowledge of a com-

pany, often referred to as R&D intensity. Unfortunately, this type of data proved

fairly di�cult to retrieve from any of the financial databases to which we had access

(Eikon, Bloomberg, Orbis, Datastream). Data on R&D expenditure was only readily

available for approximately 30% of our current dataset. As a result, we decided not

to include this control variable after all.

This constitutes all of the main variables of this study. In the following section we

expand on those by year dummy-variables (2010-2019) and corresponding interaction

terms consisting of the year-dummies and the lagged ESG variables. This is specif-

ically done to explore RQ3, investigating whether the e↵ect of ESG performance on

FINP changes over time. Finally, we decided to winsorize the variables of interest

prior to estimating the regression model in order to deal with extreme observations.

Consistent with Aouadi & Marsat (2018) the variables are winsorized at the 1% and

99% level to neutralize outlier e↵ects. An overview of the aforementioned variables is

included in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Variables of the study.
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6.3 Testing Relationships over Time

Based on the raising levels of regulatory and public pressure in recent years, we sus-

pect the importance of CSR performance, and thus ESG ratings, to increase over our

observed time period. To adequately explore the previously defined RQ3, we need

to include an additional method or variable, to test whether a changing e↵ect of our

independent variables (CSR proxies) on the dependent variables (FINP) materializes

over time. To test for this trend, we identified two potential methods previously ap-

plied in political research (Brambor, Clark, & Gilligan, 2006).

The first method revolves around splitting the yearly observations across the ob-

served time-period (2009-2019) in two phases. Note that we utilize some lagged

independent variables (see Section 6.2 ), so the earliest results of our regression for

the corresponding dependent variable will be in the year 2010. Consequently, two

separate regressions are performed for both of the split time periods (2010-2014 &

2015-2019) (Brambor, Clark, & Gilligan, 2006). Given that the results display sig-

nificant changes in the coe�cients of ESG performance on financial performance, we

may conclude a change in e↵ect between the two observed time periods. This would

confirm our hypothesis stated in RQ3, that time indeed has a moderating e↵ect on

the explored relationship. In functional form, method one looks like this.

Method 1:

yi,2010�2014 = �0,2010�2014 + �X 0
i,2009�2014

+ ✏i,2010�2014 (6.1)

yi,2015�2019 = �0,2015�2019 + �X 0
i,2014�2019

+ ✏i,2015�2019 (6.2)

Nevertheless, applying said method to our paper does not seem applicable, as

we aim to investigate the development over time on a more intricate level. Simply

comparing the relationship of ESG performance and FINP for two relatively large

time-periods might fail to account for the underlying development associated with

the concepts of corporate sustainability and ESG performance. In particular, we find

it interesting to explore the change in e↵ect, induced by increasing regulatory and

public pressure, over the individual years. Thus, the development of the relationship

over time may be obscured, when utilizing two relatively wide time-periods. Addi-

tionally, regressing the two time periods individually, and comparing them against

each other, would eliminate the possibility to assess any fluctuation in e↵ect of ESG

proxy on FINP in the respective periods themselves. Therefore, we deem it important
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to investigate the development of the e↵ect of the ESG proxies on FINP on a more

granular level.

Secondly, we consider including a multiplicative interaction term made up of ESG

performance and year dummy-variables in our model. Generally, the usage of inter-

action terms is recommended if the response of the dependent variable yit (Tobin0sQ,

ROA) to changes in the independent variable Xit (ESGP , ESGD, etc.) is expected

to vary depending on the level of the dummy variable Z (Y ear). To create said inter-

action term we utilize a time-dummy variable, corresponding to each of the years in

our time period, as well as the lagged CSR performance proxies. Thus, the interaction

terms (IT ) looks as follows:

Method 2:

ITt = X ⇥ Z = ESGPi,t�1 ⇥ Y eardummy (6.3)

Including the interaction term in our regression we may find the following functional

form.

yit = �0 + �1X + �2Z + �3XZ + ✏ (6.4)

When applying the interaction term both the intercept and the slope are altered

for all years other than the base year (2010). We exemplify this in the functional

form below for the years 2010 and 2019:

Scenario 1: Year 2010

yi,2010 = �0 + �1X + �2 ⇤ 0 + �3(X ⇤ 0) + ✏ = �0 + �1X + ✏ (6.5)

Scenario 2: Year 2019

yi,2019 = �0 + �1X + �2 ⇤ 1 + �3(X ⇤ 1) + ✏ = (�0 + �2) + (�1 + �3)X + ✏ (6.6)

We deem this method to be more suited to our postulated research questions, as

it explores the change in the marginal e↵ect of ESGP across each individual year. In

particular, corresponding to the number of year-dummies (k � 1 = 9), we will report

nine interaction terms in our regressions.
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To adequately apply the multiplicative interaction term in our regression model,

we need to fulfill a number of conditions, outlined by Brambor et al. (2006). Firstly,

all constitutive terms need to be included in the model. This refers to the constituent

parts of our interaction term (ESGP , Y ear�Dummy) alongside the interaction term

(ESGP ⇤ Y earDummy). If one fails to do so an omitted variable bias may be in-

curred, wrongly estimating the models intercept and constituent coe�cient. Secondly,

scholars are urged to refrain from interpreting the coe�cients of the constituent terms

as average e↵ects of a change in X on Y . This is inappropriate, as in our example

the coe�cient on ESGP only captures the e↵ect of ESGP on Tobin0sQ, given that

the year is 2010. In other words, when looking at the coe�cient of the year 2010,

the base relationship of ESGP during the model’s base year on Tobin0sQ is repre-

sented. Therefore, it makes little sense to describe this e↵ect as the average e↵ect

of X on Y , when utilizing a conditional hypothesis (“e↵ect of ESGP on financial

performance during year Z”). Thirdly, building on the second condition, Brambor

et al. (2006) stress the need to calculate substantively meaningful marginal e↵ects.

More often than not, researchers tend to only report the marginal e↵ect of X when

the conditioning variable (Y ears) is zero (base year = 2010). This is substantively

uninformative as we are interested in the marginal e↵ect over time, thus across the

di↵erent years. Therefore, we need to assess the marginal e↵ect changes of ESGP

impact on financial performance across our observed timeline versus the base year.

As our interaction term is built upon a dummy-variable (Y ear) with more than

two levels, the interpretation of our interaction term is as follows. We refer back to

the aforementioned scenarios 1 (2010 ) and 2 (2019 ) to showcase this.

“In 2019, the average e↵ect on the log value of Tobin’s Q, induced by a 1 unit

increase in ESGP Score, changes by �IT2019 compared to the base year of 2010.”

�2019ESGP = (�1(2010) + �3(IT2019))ESGP (6.7)

Given a statistically significant interaction term for the year 2019, we may con-

clude that the coe�cient of ESG performance is indeed changing over time. Similar

observations can be made for each year, by observing each of the nine respective

interaction terms.
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6.4 Panel Data & Regression Model Specification

Panel Data: Homogeneous- and Heterogeneous Panel Models

The type of data which we utilize for this thesis is panel data, also referred to as

cross-sectional time series data or longitudinal data. We gather observations across

consecutive time periods (2009-2019) and across multiple companies (cross-sectional).

In general, panel data models can be broadly divided into homogeneous and hetero-

geneous panel data models (Baltagi, 2001). Homogeneous panel data models, such as

the pooled OLS regression, assume that the model parameters are consistent across

all individuals. Conversely, heterogeneous panel data, such as the random e↵ects and

the fixed e↵ects model, allow for variance for all of the model parameters across indi-

viduals (Baltagi, 2001). Thus, if the underlying data is exposed to individual (group)

e↵ects and/ or time e↵ects, the method most suitable is to apply either a random

e↵ect or fixed e↵ect model. Kennedy (2008) argues, that heterogeneous panel data

modeling is superior to either cross-sectional or time-series data alone, due to its

increase in variability and depth in data (Kennedy, 2008). This view is supported

by other researchers arguing for higher informational content, increased variability,

reduced collinearity among variables and higher degrees of freedom (Baltagi, 2001).

Balanced versus Unbalanced Panel Data

Panel data contains n entities, with T observations each. Thus, the total number of

our observations is computed by nT . In this study we utilize a short panel, with many

entities (big n) and relatively few time periods (low T ) (Kennedy, 2008). In terms

of balance, we find our dataset to be unbalanced. In particular, we find a complete

dataset for 292 companies in 2019, whilst complete information is only attainable

for 137 companies in the year 2009. This is mainly due to the increased reporting

on ESG matters of companies in more recent years due to increased regulatory and

public demand. According to Park (2011), unbalanced datasets entail some estimation

issues. Nevertheless, as STATA is able to adequately treat balanced and unbalanced

data we decided to continue with an unbalanced data set. Conversely, if we were

to adjust our dataset in favor of a balanced panel, we would lose the majority of

our companies due to a lack of ESG reporting for many of those companies in the

early period of our research. Favoring a balanced panel dataset versus its unbalanced

counterpart would also introduce an extreme survivorship bias into our study. As

such, only the companies reporting on their sustainability performance for the whole

investigated time period would be included in our regression. The companies that

either delisted, or started reporting on ESG matters at a later stage, during the
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observed time period would remain unaccounted for. This listwise deletion, in which

an entire entity is deleted from the dataset in case of a missing ESG value would

reduce the number of observations significantly as well as introducing a bias into our

sample. Consequently, the statistical power of our test would be lowered. Therefore,

we deem it superior to proceed with an unbalanced panel dataset, best described as a

rotating panel, displaying an increasing number of companies and observations over

time. As we are particularly interested in studying companies that have reported on

ESG matters for multiple consecutive years, we have introduced the criterion of a

minimum of four consecutive years in reporting. This is crucial to avoid companies

with single observations distorting the panel characteristics of our data and thus the

statistical testing. As the requirement of minimum consecutive years is set relatively

low, only a small number of observations are lost in this process. Albeit introducing

a milder version of survivorship bias, this step is necessary when investigating the

within-company e↵ect of ESG performance and FINP.

Identifying the Regression Model

Extended literature has showcased a variety of di↵erent regression models when ex-

ploring the issue of ESG performance and financial performance. As such, we have ob-

served scholars applying a (homogeneous) pooled OLS regression (Fischer & Sawczyn,

2013; Arx & Ziegler, 2014; Han, Kim, & Yu, 2016; Deev & Khazalia, 2017; Landi

& Sciarelli, 2019), random e↵ects model (Marti, Rovira-Val, & Drescher, 2015; Han,

Kim, & Yu, 2016; Zhao, et al. 2018) and fixed e↵ects model (Marti, Rovira-Val, &

Drescher, 2015; Velte, 2017; Yu, Guo, & Luu, 2018). At times the three models have

even been applied simultaneously. To identify the appropriate model to deal with our

study-specific type of panel data, we first have to determine whether either a het-

erogeneous model (random or fixed) is required in the first place, or if a pooled OLS

regression su�ces, as often applied in similar studies. Such will be the case, if the

individual e↵ect ui (cross-sectional or time-specific) is equal to zero in our dataset and

the model parameters are constant (homogeneous) across individuals (Park, 2011).

Model Specification Process

In the following, we will guide the reader through the empirical process which we

have applied to identify the most suitable panel data model for our study. Our model

specification process is aligned with the panel data modelling process (see Figure

6.1 ) outlined by Park (2011). The following tests have been conducted for all of the

di↵erent regressions required to test the hypotheses defined in Section 5. To avoid

constant repetition we will exemplify our methodology and report the corresponding
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test-outputs based on the regression corresponding to H.1.1. As such, the relationship

between ESG performance and FINP is explored. The model specification process for

the other regressions can be found in the appendix (see Appendix D). In the following,

we outline the underlying assumptions of the three regression models. The regression

models corresponding to our datasets, as well as test-statistics (if applicable) are dis-

played. The starting point of the model specification is the most basic, homogeneous

panel data model. Thus, we begin with a pooled OLS regression, before subsequently

outlining and testing for the corresponding heterogeneous panel data models.

Pooled OLS:

yit = ↵ +X 0
it� + ✏it (ui = 0) (6.8)

Firstly, we test a homogeneous panel data model, using the pooled OLS regression

method, which assumes that all companies in our sample are homogeneous and data

is stationary (Kennedy, 2008). In this regression, ↵ represents the intercept, X 0
it the

respective observation of a given entity at a given time and ✏it the traditional error

term. The aforementioned individual e↵ect, ui, is assumed to be zero in this case.

As a consequence, the (pooled) OLS assumes a constant intercept (↵) and slope (�)

regardless of individual (i) or time period (T ). Additionally, the OLS builds on the

following six assumptions (Kennedy, 2008):

1. Linearity: the dependent variable (yit) is formulated as a linear function of a

set of independent variables (X 0
it) and the error term (✏it).

2. Exogeneity: the expected value of the error term (eit) is zero, or disturbances

are not correlated with any regressors: E[✏i] = 0.

3. Homoscedasticity: the error terms have a constant variance: V ar(✏i) = �2.

4. Independence (Non-autocorrelation): the error terms are not related with

one another: Cov(✏i, ✏j) = 0 if i 6= j.

5. Non-stochastic observations: the observations of the independent variable

are fixed in repeated samples without measurement errors.

6. No multicollinearity: the full rank assumptions states that there is no exact

linear relationship among independent variables.

Conversely, if these assumptions are violated we will find inconsistent and biased

regression estimators. Such violation is particularly likely to occur when utilizing

panel data, given that the individual e↵ect is non-zero (ui 6= 0). This causes hetero-

geneity amongst companies, and subsequently influences the underlying assumptions
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of exogeneity, homoscedasticity and independence (Park, 2011). In practice, this

could be mirrored in non-constant error terms, varying across individual (violation of

homoscedasticity) or with error terms being related to each other (violation of inde-

pendence). In this scenario, a pooled OLS regression represents an inadequate linear

estimator. Instead, heterogeneous panel data models should be applied (Park, 2011).

We will compare the e�ciency of pooled OLS versus the Random E↵ects model and

the Fixed E↵ects model in the following. Applied to our dataset and utilized variables,

the pooled OLS regression is operationalized as follows. Note that the firm-specific

e↵ect (ui = 0) is assumed to be zero.

Regression 1 (Pooled OLS)

FINPit = ↵ + �1ESGPi,t�1 + �2Debtratioi,t + �3UBetai,t

+ �4Firmsizei,t + �5ROAi,t�1 + �6Industryi,t + �7Countryi,t + ✏it (6.9)

Where FINPit represents the dependent variables of financial performance (To-

bin’s Q & ROA), and ESGPi,t�1 represents the lagged independent variable of ESG

performance.

Random E↵ects Model:

yit = ↵ +X 0
it� + (ui + ✏it) (ui 6= 0) (6.10)

When applying a random e↵ect model, di↵erences in error variance across the

companies or time-periods are explored (Schmidheiny, 2009). Thus, compared to

the OLS, the random e↵ects model assumes non-constant error terms when compar-

ing di↵erent companies in our sample. This violates the homoscedastic error terms

assumption under the pooled OLS. Conversely, the random e↵ects model estimates

error variance which is specific to individuals (e.g. Company 1) or times (e.g. Year T).

Consequently, literature considers ui as an individual-specific random heterogeneity

and as such, a part of the overall error term (Park, 2011). This creates the composite

error term wit (wit = ui + ✏it). As such, variance across individuals and time periods

di↵er, whilst the intercept and slope are assumed to be constant across individuals.

The random e↵ect model is estimated by the generalized least squares or estimated

generalized least squares method (Park, 2011). It is worth noting, that the random

e↵ect model bases on the assumption that ui is not correlated with any other regres-

sors (X 0
it).
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Test 1: Pooled OLS vs. Fixed E↵ects

To test whether the pooled OLS model or the random-e↵ects model is more ap-

propriate for the underlying data, we applied the Breusch and Pagan Lagrange Mul-

tiplier Test (LMT) for random e↵ects (Breusch & Pagan, 1980). In particular, the

LMT checks whether firm-specific e↵ects are zero (ui = 0) or not (Baltagi, 2001). In

the case that firm-specific e↵ects are found to be non-zero, we can conclude that error

terms vary across companies, thus rendering a pooled OLS regression as not suitable.
8
<

:
H0 : �2

u = 0

Ha : �2

u 6= 0
(6.11)

When running the LMT, the results reject the null-hypothesis that the variance

of firm-specific e↵ects is zero. This finding is consistent for both regressions, when

regressing either of the two financial performance dependent variables. In particular,

the regressions for Tobin’s Q (�2(1): 1942.46 ; p-value: 0.0000 ) and ROA (�2(1):

1540.12 ; p-value: 0.0000 ) are determined to be more e�ciently estimated with a

random-e↵ects model compared to the aforementioned pooled OLS. In other words,

we find the random e↵ects model to be a more e�cient estimator for standard errors

than the pooled OLS regression.

Regression 2 (Random E↵ects)

FINPit = ↵ + �1ESGPi,t�1 + �2Debtratioi,t + �3UBetai,t

+ �4Firmsizei,t + �5ROAi,t�1 + �6Industryi,t + �7Countryi,t + (ui + ✏it) (6.12)

The applicability of the random-e↵ects model stands and falls with the orthogo-

nality of its variables. Orthogonality in this context means that the individual-specific

e↵ect (ui) is uncorrelated with all independent variables. If that assumption is ful-

filled, the random-e↵ects estimation is e�cient (Schmidheiny, 2009). Conversely, if

that assumption is violated, the estimators may be inconsistent and biased, in which

case a fixed-e↵ects model is more appropriate.
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Fixed E↵ects Model:

yit = (↵ + ui) +X 0
it� + ✏it (ui 6= 0) (6.13)

Opposed to the random e↵ect model, the fixed e↵ect model assesses individual

di↵erences in intercepts, whilst constant slope and variance across companies are as-

sumed (Park, 2011). Due to the time-invariant characteristics of individual specific

e↵ects, ui is considered part of the intercept (↵ + ui). Therefore, it is allowed to be

correlated with the other regressors.

Test 2: Random E↵ects vs. Fixed E↵ects

In practice, we use the Hausman-test to determine whether a Random E↵ects

model or a Fixed E↵ects model is more appropriate. The Hausman-test checks

whether the underlying assumption of the Random-e↵ects model that the company-

specific e↵ect (ui) is uncorrelated with all independent variables holds up or not

(Park, 2011). Performing a chi-squared test, we check whether the null hypothesis

(ui is uncorrelated with X 0
it) prevails.

8
<

:
H0 : ⇢ui,X0

it
= 0

Ha : ⇢ui,X0
it
6= 0

(6.14)

For our dataset, the null-hypothesis of the Hausman test can be rejected for the

regressions of Tobin’s Q and ROA. In particular, we find that for Tobin’s Q (�2(5):

215.37 ; p-value: 0.0000 ) and for ROA (�2(5): 23.09 ; p-value: 0.0001 ) we can reject

the null hypothesis at the 1% significance level. Given the fact that we reject the null

hypothesis of no correlation between regressors and individual specific e↵ects, we are

unable to use the random e↵ects model. Conversely, a fixed-e↵ect model should be

favored over its random-e↵ect counterpart. This finding is consistent when applying

the Hausman test for all of the regressions, corresponding to the other hypotheses de-

fined in Section 5. Therefore we determine the heterogeneous panel regression, fixed

e↵ects, as the regression type most suitable for our study.

Regression 3 (Fixed E↵ects Model)

FINPit = (↵ + ui) + �1ESGPi,t�1 + �2Debtratioi,t + �3UBetai,t

+ �4Firmsizei,t + �5ROAi,t�1 + �6Industryi,t + �7Countryi,t + ✏it (6.15)
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Figure 6.1: Panel Data Modeling Process, amended by Park (2011).

Figure 6.1 summarizes the aforementioned steps, leading us to use the fixed ef-

fects model. Firstly, a Lagrange Multiplier Test (Test 1 ) was ran to determine the

applicability of the random e↵ects method versus the pooled OLS regression. As we

rejected the null hypothesis of the LMT, we continued with the random e↵ects model.

Accordingly, we determined that unobserved heterogeneity exists in our dataset, ren-

dering the test of the fixed e↵ect model vs. pooled OLS as unnecessary. Instead,

we continued with Test 2, performing a Hausman test to check whether the random

e↵ect model or the fixed e↵ect model would be appropriate. Finally, as we rejected

the null hypothesis once more, the fixed e↵ect model was identified as the ideal panel

data regression type to utilize in our study.
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Model Diagnostics: Fixed E↵ects Model

Homoscedasticity and Independence

The e�ciency of the standard error estimators in the fixed e↵ect model base on the

assumption of homoscedastic and independent errors. Independence in the panel con-

text refers to both spatial and temporal independence. As reported by Beck (2001),

outputs are significantly disturbed when the assumptions surrounding homoscedas-

ticity and independence in fixed e↵ect models are not upheld. Therefore, we apply

the modified Wald-test to check for groupwise heteroscedasticity and the Woolridge

test for autocorrelation to check the independence assumption (Beck, 2001; Park,

2011). Firstly, when testing the homoscedasticity assumption, we can reject the null

hypothesis of homoscedasticity for our sample at the 1% significance value for both

Tobin’s Q (�2(250): 180,000 ; p-value: 0.0000 ) and ROA (�2(250): 42,000,000 ; p-

value: 0.0000 ). Thus, heteroscedasticity is evident. Secondly, Peterson (2009) finds

that serial correlation leads to an underestimation error for the coe�cient’s standard

errors. To account for this potential pitfall in our regression we test for serial corre-

lation in our data via the Woolridge Test (Peterson, 2009). The results of said test

allow us to reject the null hypothesis of no-serial correlation. Thus, we assume serial

correlation when testing for both Tobin’s Q (F (1, 249): 100.84 ; p-value: 0.0000 )

and ROA (F (1, 249)): 16.41 ; p-value: 0.0000 ). Consequently, we find the presence

of both heteroscedasticity and serial correlation when using fixed e↵ect estimation,

resulting in potentially biased and inconsistent estimators (Reed & Ye, 2011). To

counter this, we apply cluster-robust standard errors to our fixed e↵ect regression,

which allows us to correct for a potential bias induced by heteroscedasticity and au-

tocorrelation (Schmidheiny, 2009).

Time-Fixed E↵ects

Lastly, as our sample period stretches over multiple successive periods it is im-

portant to test our dataset for time-fixed e↵ects (Schmidheiny, 2009). As such, we

include a series of nine year dummies (k-1) in our cluster-robust fixed e↵ect regression,

and subsequently conduct an F-test to check the null hypothesis that all coe�cients

of time dummies are zero (Park, 2011). In doing so, we reject the null hypothesis.

Consequently, significant time-fixed e↵ects are evident, which need to be accounted

for in our model. This holds true for the regressions of Tobin’s Q (F (9, 249): 31.72 ;

p-value: 0.0000 ) and ROA (F (9, 249): 4.03 ; p-value: 0.0001 ) respectively. As a

result, we keep the aforementioned year-dummies in our regressions.
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Final Regression Model

This thesis evaluates whether ESG performance has a positive impact on finan-

cial performance (FINP). In particular, we have found our final regression model by

comparing the e�ciency of standard error estimation between the regression methods

of pooled OLS, random e↵ects and fixed e↵ects model. Subsequently, after having

determined the fixed e↵ect method to be superior, we accounted for the inherent char-

acteristics of heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation and time-fixed e↵ects in our sample.

This was done by including cluster-robust standard errors and year-dummies. As

previously mentioned, we have conducted this model-identification process for all re-

gression models which are included in this study (see Appendix D). The results are

uniformly advocating the fixed-e↵ects models to be superior, accounted for cluster-

robust standard errors and time-fixed e↵ects. Based on the hypothesis development

in section 5, we now conclude the corresponding set of regressions. Note that the

regressions of RQ3 only di↵er to the ones of RQ1 and RQ2 in the inclusion of an

interaction term. This extension is made to explore any change in e↵ect of ESG scores

on FINP over time. Table 6.3 summarizes the di↵erent relationships of dependent

and independent variables, which we explore in this study.

Table 6.3: Summary of all regression variable combinations.
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Consequently, we perform 20 di↵erent fixed e↵ect regressions in total. Summa-

rizing our final regression models using the abbreviation FINPit for the dependent

variables of Tobin’s Q and ROA we find the following regressions corresponding to

RQ1 and RQ2 (see Table 6.4 ).

Table 6.4: Fixed E↵ects Regression Models (RQ1&RQ2 ): Cluster-robust and time-fixed e↵ects.

Where FINPit represents the dependent variables of financial performance (To-

bin’s Q & ROA) and Y ear0i,t represents the year-dummy variables, containing a set

of 0’s and 1’s each. Thus, if not true (e.g. Year = 2011) the dummy takes on a value

of zero (e.g. �2010 ⇤ 0) for all dummies that are not corresponding to the given year.

Conversely, the dummy takes on a value of one (e.g. �2011 ⇤ 1) if true, thus account-
ing for time-fixed e↵ects. Conversely, the final regression models exploring RQ3 are

depicted in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Fixed E↵ects Regression Models (RQ3 ): Cluster-robust and time-fixed e↵ects.

Where Y ear0it⇥ESGi,t�1 represents the set of interaction terms included for each

ESG proxy and year. We conduct our regression statistics in STATA 16. In terms of

performing the fixed e↵ects model two common methods are at our disposal. The

least-squared-dummy variables (LSDV) method or the within-estimation method.

The following paragraph will explore which one is the most applicable for our study.

Performing the Fixed E↵ect Model

In terms of performing the fixed e↵ect model in practice, both the Least-squared-

dummy-variable (LSDV) regression and within-e↵ect estimation methods can be ap-

plied for fixed e↵ect models (Schmidheiny, 2009). Albeit the simple estimation and

interpretation of LSDV, the applicability is restricted to datasets with a small num-

ber of individuals (low n). Thus, when n is high, regressors are accurately measured,

but the coe�cient of individual e↵ects is not. This is due to an incidental parame-
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ter problem, which is induced by large number of entities and corresponding dummy

variables. Park (2011) argues, that the maximum feasible number of entities, when

running the LSDV estimation, is 50 entities. Conversely, our entity count sums up to

250 entities. As a result, the degrees of freedom decline and less e�cient estimators

are provided. Thus, as our sample constitutes a short panel (high n, low T ), we

deem the LSDV as inappropriate, shifting our focus towards the within-estimation

method. The within-estimation model builds on deviations from company (or time

period) means. Therefore, variation within each company instead of dummy variables

(as seen in LSDV-method) is used. The within-estimation model is represented by:

(yit � ȳi⇤) = (Xit � X̄i⇤) + (✏it � ✏̄i⇤) (6.16)

In particular, ȳi⇤ represents the mean of the dependent variable for the individual

i. Similarly, X̄i⇤ represents the means of the independent variables for the individual

i. Lastly, ✏̄i⇤ is the mean of individual i’s error term. By applying the within-

estimation method the incidental parameter problem present in the LSDV-method is

eliminated (Schmidheiny, 2009). The output for the regressors are identical across

the LSDV and the within-method. Nevertheless, applying the within-method yields a

few disadvantages. Firstly, applying the aforementioned regression eliminates all time-

invariant variables which stay constant within an individual (e.g. Industry, Country of

Incorporation). This is due to the zero variance of time-invariant variables from their

average, leading them to being omitted from our output. As such, it is not feasible

to estimate appropriate coe�cients for such variables through the within-method and

the time-invariant outputs will get lost. Secondly, as the intercept term is excluded

in the within-model, the R2 will be underestimated. Extended literature suggests to

use the LSDV method to derive the proper R2 (Park, 2011). As this is no option

in our case, due to the high number of entities, we were unable to find an adequate

econometric solution to this problem. Thus, we will continue to report the estimated

R2, provided through the within-e↵ect method, for the remainder of the study.
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Empirical Results

Having outlined the relevant regression models which we test in our study, we now pro-

ceed to presenting the corresponding findings. This section aims to provide evidence

to answer the three research questions (RQ1, RQ2 & RQ3 ) which we stipulated in

section 1.3. We begin this results section with an overview of the descriptive statistics

of our variables, as well as a corresponding correlation matrix. Finally, the obtained

results, corresponding to each of the three research questions and underlying hy-

potheses are portrayed. At the end of each sub-section, a brief summary is included.

Lastly, we provide an overview of all tested null-hypothesis, their respective findings

and their consequent verdict of our own formulated hypotheses.

7.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 7.1 presents an overview of the descriptive statistics for the ESG performance

variables (panel A), the financial performance variables (panel B) and the correspond-

ing control variables (panel C).

The sustainability proxies displayed in Panel A range from 0.01 to 100. The mean

scores for our sample are 59.222 for the overall ESGP, 58.161 for EPS, 63.522 for

SPS, 53.101 for GPS and 40.236 for ESGD. Thus, both EPS and SPS are higher

when compared to GPS. When assessing the financial performance measures in Panel

B, we find a mean of 0.433 for the natural logarithm of Tobin’s Q, and 5.368 for ROA

(in percentages). Lastly, the control variables in Panel C exhibit a mean of 0.752 for

the Debtratio, 9.804 for Firmsize, and 0.671 for the Unlevered Beta and 5.433 for

the lagROA.
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Table 7.1: Descriptive Statistics.

7.2 Correlation Results

Table 7.2 displays the Pearson correlation matrix for the dependent, independent and

control variables. In the following we will assess the correlation of our applied variables

to check for extraordinarily high correlations. As Woolridge (2015) argues, variables

are allowed to be correlated up to a certain threshold. We apply a threshold of -0.8 up

to +0.8, consistent with Studenmund (2013). Naturally, the ESG pillar proxies EPS,

SPS and GPS are significantly positively correlated to each other and to the overall

ESGP score. In particular the correlation between overall score and constituent scores

exhibits a high correlation, exceeding our threshold of +0.8. As a result, we will run

separate regressions for overall ESGP score and the corresponding constituent scores

to avoid multicollinearity issues. When taking a closer look at the two main ESG

proxies of ESGP and ESGD, a significantly positive correlation is evident indicating a

positive relationship between ESG performance and ESG transparency. This is largely

consistent with ESG disclosure literature and voluntary disclosure theory (Hummel &

Schlick, 2016). The lagged ROA variable exhibits very high correlation with the non-

lagged ROA variables. This confirms our decision to apply the lagged-ROA variable to

the Tobin’s Q regression only. Interestingly, the Debtratio is significantly negatively

correlated with the logTobin’s Q and significantly positively correlated with ROA.

Thus, the correlation of corporate debt seems to be inverted when comparing market

and accounting performance. As supposed, ROA is positively significantly correlated

to the logTobin’s Q. The correlations between the ESG variables and the firm-risk

variables (Debtratio, UBeta) display a positively significant correlation across the

board.
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Table 7.2: Correlation Matrix.

Notes: This table presents the correlation coe�cients between the ESG performance variables, financial

performance variables and control variables for the whole sample. The variables are transformed to lag variables,

consistent with the applied regression models. The significance level is indicated as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *

p < 0.1.
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The same can be said about our Firmsize variable and its correlation to the ESG vari-

ables. This could suggest that larger companies are able to spend additional money

on ESG strategies and corresponding reporting compared to their smaller counter-

parts, ultimately resulting in a higher ESG performance and ESG disclosure score.

Given the high correlation of some of the variables, we decided to check for multi-

collinearity by calculating the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF). Performing this test

did not yield any VIF exceeding the threshold of 5 (Studenmund, 2014), confirming

that multicollinearity should not have any e↵ect on our results (see Appendix E ).

7.3 Regression Results

In the following, we will display our regression results. We will first focus on the iden-

tified regressions treating RQ1 and RQ2, and subsequently display the findings of the

extended regressions, including the interaction term, corresponding to RQ3. Consis-

tent with the displayed literature review, we assess the regression outputs separately

for market- and accounting performance. Accordingly, we begin with the results of

the regression including the overall ESG proxies (ESGP/ESGD) and the financial per-

formance variables of ROA and the logTobin’s Q. For the full set of STATA outputs

corresponding to the displayed regression results, see Appendix F.

Research Question 1 – ESGP/ESGD & FINP

RQ1 explores the relationship between ESG performance and financial performance.

Firstly, we outline the findings when using a market-based performance measure, fol-

lowed by the corresponding regressions ran with the accounting-based performance

measure.

Market Performance

The results of Table 7.3 correspond to the regressions exploring the relationship

between the sustainability proxies of ESGP and ESGD with the market-based per-

formance variable logTobin0sQ. In particular, both ESG variables were lagged by one

year (see Section 6.2, for the reason of a lagged variable). Albeit displaying slight

deviations in terms of statistical significance and marginal e↵ect, both sustainabil-

ity proxies exhibit a uniform negative relationship with market performance. When

testing the relationship of Eikon’s ESGP score and market performance, a negatively

significant e↵ect is observed. Similarly, the relationship between Bloomberg’s ESGD

and market performance exhibits a negatively significant e↵ect. The correct interpre-
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tation is:

All else equal, for a one-point increase in corporate ESGP score in yeart�1, the

natural logarithm of Tobin’s Q decreases on average by 0.0017 in yeart

(p-value< 0.10).

All else equal, for a one-point increase in corporate ESGD score in yeart�1, the

natural logarithm Tobin’s Q decreases on average by 0.0028 in yeart (p-value< 0.05).

Table 7.3: Fixed E↵ect Regressions with ESGP/ESGD score (TQ).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of ESGP/ESGD on market performance, and

controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. LogTobin’s Q is the dependent financial performance

measure. The control variable lagROA is used. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The

p-values are indicated at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

The control variables Debtratio and Firmsize are negatively significant, at the 5%

and 10% significance level respectively, for both regressions. This indicates that a

higher debt ratio is associated with a reduction in logTobin’s Q. Similarly, a bigger

firm size corresponds to a reduction of logTobin’s Q. This is consistent with extended

literature, finding an excessive debt ratio as having a detrimental impact on mar-

ket performance, whilst a firm’s market/book ratio is consistently lower for bigger

(mature) firms than for smaller (growing) firms. Lastly, as anticipated, last year’s
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profitability (lagROA) also has a positively significant e↵ect on logTobin’s Q. Taking

a closer look at the year-dummies we find that the average annual logTobin’s Q in-

creases over the years 2013-2019, when compared with the base year of 2010. The

year-dummies are almost exclusively significant, confirming the existence of time-fixed

e↵ects as outlined in Section 6.4, thus confirming the need for a time-perspective in

this research context. Consistent with our explanation of the within-e↵ect estima-

tion in Section 6.4, the time-invariant dummy variables for industry and country are

omitted from the fixed e↵ect regression.

Accounting Performance

Table 7.4 displays the relationship between the sustainability proxies of ESGP

and ESGD with the accounting-based performance variable, ROA. Contrary to the

aforementioned relationship with market performance, no statistically significant re-

lationship between either ESG measure and accounting performance is identified.

Table 7.4: Fixed E↵ect Regressions with ESGP/ESGD score (ROA).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of ESGP/ESGD on accounting performance, and

controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. Return on Assets (ROA) is the dependent financial

performance measures. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The p-values are indicated at the

1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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In terms of the other control variables, the picture is a consistent one. As such,

only the Debtratio exhibits significance in both regressions, being negatively related to

ROA. We assume this to be related to the higher level of interest payments, commonly

associated with excessive debt levels, ultimately reducing a firm’s overall profitabil-

ity. Time-fixed e↵ects are clearly evident when taking a look at the year-dummies.

In particular, we find that the average annual ROA is lower for all subsequent years

of our sample period compared to the base year (2010).

Summary Results (RQ1)

Consequently, testing for RQ1 we identify a uniform negative relationship between

ESGP/ESGD and market-based performance (logTobin’s Q), whilst no statistically

significant e↵ect could be concluded for the relationship with accounting-based per-

formance (ROA).

Research Question 2 – Pillar Scores & FINP

To test the hypotheses corresponding to RQ2 we performed the following regres-

sions. In particular we explore the marginal e↵ects of each of the constituent ESG

pillar scores (EPS, SPS, GPS ) on financial performance. Firstly, the output for the

market-based regressions is displayed, followed by the output for the accounting-based

regression.

Market Performance

Surprisingly, opposed to Table 7.3 (Regression 1 ), exploring the relationship of the

overall ESGP score and market performance, the individual pillar scores display no

statistical significance when tested for their relationship with logTobin’s Q. Neverthe-

less, all of the pillar score coe�cients are negative, aligning with the aforementioned

findings for the overall ESGP score.
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Table 7.5: Fixed E↵ects Regressions with EPS, SPS & GPS (TQ).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of EPS, SPS and GPS on market performance, and

controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. LogTobin’s Q is the dependent financial performance

measure. The control variable lagROA is used. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The

p-values are indicated at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

When comparing the coe�cients of the three pillar scores, we can observe that

the lagEPS (-0.0009) and the lagGPS (-0.0008) exhibit the highest negative coe�-

cient, indicating the biggest negative e↵ect on market performance. As this finding

is statistically non-significant, the interpretation is only indicative of the comparison

amongst pillar scores. Conversely, the negative coe�cient of lagSPS is only slightly

negative (-0.0004). The control variables all exhibit a similar pattern, consistent with

the aforementioned results of ESG performance and market performance (see Table

7.3 ), with Debtratio and Firmsize being significantly negatively and lagROA signifi-

cantly positively related to market performance.

Accounting Performance

Investigating the outputs of the relationship of the pillar scores with accounting

performance, no significant e↵ect was discovered for either of the EPS, GPS and SPS

proxies. Similar to the outputs of ESG performance and accounting performance (see

Table 7.4 ), only the Debtratio control variable is statistically significant, displaying a
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negative relationship with ROA. Literature confirms the negative relationship, with a

higher debt-ratio corresponding to higher interest payments, and thus a lower ROA.

Table 7.6: Fixed E↵ects Regressions with EPS, SPS & GPS (ROA).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of EPS, SPS and GPS on accounting performance

and controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. Return on Assets (ROA) is the dependent financial

performance measures. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The p-values are indicated at the

1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Summary Results(RQ2)

Consequently, we are unable to identify any statistically significant relationship

between the ESG pillar scores and financial performance. Albeit aligned with find-

ings for RQ1, mirroring a negative relationship of ESG performance and Tobin’s Q, a

statistical significance never materialized. Having outlined the findings for the regres-

sions revolving around RQ1 and RQ2, we now proceed to the corresponding extended

regressions, which include interaction terms. Thus, the following section is dedicated

to RQ3, in exploring whether the e↵ects of the ESG proxies on market performance

change over time.
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Research Question 3 – ESG proxies & FINP over time

Following a similar structure as displayed in the earlier half of the finding section, we

firstly explore the extended regressions of ESGP/ESGD and financial performance,

before exploring the extended regressions of EPS/SPS/GPS and financial perfor-

mance. Beginning with the relationship of ESGP/ESGD and FINP, we find the

following.

RQ3a – ESGP/ESGD and FINP over time

Market Performance

We firstly explore the relationship between the sustainability proxies and mar-

ket performance. Table 7.7 displays the regressions for the sustainability proxies of

lagESGP and lagESGD with logTobin’sQ as the corresponding dependent variable.

Contrary to the previous regressions, we now include interaction terms, consisting of

the respective ESG proxy and year-dummies (e.g. 2011.Year#lagESGP), to monitor

the e↵ect of ESG performance on market performance over time. Comparing the two

regressions, we can observe a negatively significant relationship between both ESG

measures, lagESGP (Coe�cient: -0.0029***) and lagESGD (Coe�cient: -0.0039***),

with market performance in the base year 2010. Note that the base year is 2010

and not 2009, as the lagging of ESG variables omits the earliest year of observations

of our dependent variable. When taking a closer look at the interaction terms of

either regression, particularly the findings of the ESGP regression stand out. The

interaction terms corresponding to the years of 2012 (Coe�cient: +0.0019**), 2013

(Coe�cient: +0.0017*), 2014 (Coe�cient: +0.0018*), 2016 (Coe�cient: +0.0020*)

and 2019 (Coe�cient: +0.0035**) are significantly positive when being compared to

the base year. This indicates that a change in e↵ect over time is indeed evident.

Consistent with Brambor et al. (2006), the overall coe�cient for the lagged ESGP

in the year 2019 can be derived by adding the coe�cient of the base year with the

interaction term coe�cient from the year 2019. We find the average e↵ect of the

lagESGP and logTobin’s Q in the year 2019:

cESGP2019 = �0.0029Base + 0.0035IT2019 = +0.00062019 (7.1)

All else equal, a one unit increase in ESGP in the year 2019 leads to 0.0035 larger

increase in logTobin’sQ, compared to the associated e↵ect in the base year 2010.
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Table 7.7: Fixed E↵ects Regressions with ESGP/ESGD, Interaction Terms (TQ).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of ESGP & ESGD on market performance, and

controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. LogTobin’s Q is the dependent financial performance

measure. Interaction terms, consistent of ESGP & ESGD and year-dummies, are included in the regression to

monitor the e↵ect over time. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The p-values are indicated at

the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Thus, the relationship turns from negative to positive, when comparing the years

2010 and 2019. Conversely, amongst the interaction terms of the ESGD regression,

none of the interaction terms are statistically significant (2014). Albeit exhibiting a

similar trend in terms of positive coe�cient developments, statistical significance of

interaction terms does not appear. As the outputs of the control variables are almost

identical with the corresponding regressions ofRQ1 (see Table 7.3 ) we will not repeat

the explanation of the control variables for these regressions.
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Accounting Performance

Turning our attention to the relationship between the sustainability proxies of

ESGP/ESGD and accounting performance over time, Table 7.8 reports the corre-

sponding results. Contrarily to the aforementioned section testing for market perfor-

mance, it appears that no statistically significant e↵ect-change over time exists for

the relationship between ESGP and the accounting-based performance measure ROA

(see Regression 13 ). The relationship between ESGD and ROA on the other hand

(see Regression 14 ) exhibits a multitude of statistically significant interaction terms,

particularly from the year 2014 onwards.

Table 7.8: Regression analysis (ROA) with ESGP/ESGD, Interaction Terms (ROA).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of ESGP & ESGD on accounting performance, and

controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. ROA is the dependent financial performance measure.

Interaction terms, consistent of ESGP & ESGD and year-dummies, are included in the regression to monitor the

e↵ect over time. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The p-values are indicated at the 1%, 5%

and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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As such, the interaction terms corresponding to the years of 2014 (Coe�cient:

+0.0527**), 2015 (Coe�cient: +0.0711**), 2016 (Coe�cient: + 0.0474*), 2017 (Coef-

ficient: +0.0803***), 2018 (Coe�cient: +0.0522*) and 2019 (Coe�cient: +0.0788**)

are significantly positive when being compared to the base year. The change in co-

e�cient is so big, that it turns the accumulated marginal e↵ect to a positive one for

each year in the time-period from 2014-2019. For instance, the overall coe�cient for

the lagged ESGD in the year 2019 can be derived by adding the coe�cient of the base

year, with the interaction term coe�cient from the year 2019. We find the average

e↵ect of the lagESGD and ROA in the year 2019:

cESGD2019 = �0.03422010 + 0.0788IT2019 = +0.04462019 (7.2)

All else equal, a one unit increase in ESGD in the year 2019 leads to 0.0778 larger

increase in ROA, compared to the associated e↵ect in the base year 2010.

Consequently, the relationship turns from negative to positive, when adding the

coe�cients of the base year to the interaction terms of the years 2014-2019.

Summary Results (RQ3a – ESGP/ESGD)

Summarizing the findings of both accounting- and market performance, we can

conclude the following: The e↵ect of ESG performance on market performance changes

significantly over time for ESG performance, but not for ESG disclosure. Conversely,

for accounting performance, the e↵ect of ESG disclosure increases over time, whilst

no change in e↵ect is identified for ESG performance and ROA. In the following sec-

tion we will explore the significance of the potential change in e↵ect over time for

the ESG pillar scores of Environmental Pillar Score (EPS), Social Pillar Score (SPS)

and Governance Pillar Score (GPS). Thus, extended regressions corresponding to the

base regressions of RQ2 are utilized.

RQ3b – EPS/SPS/GPS and FINP over time

Market Performance

Turning our attention to the relationship between pillar-scores and market perfor-

mance over time, we find the following regression outputs. The regressions including

lagEPS and lagSPS draw our interest. In both regressions, a positively significant de-

velopment of proxy-e↵ect over time is evident, indicated by the statistically significant

interaction terms.
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Table 7.9: Fixed E↵ect Regressions with EPS, SPS & GPS, Interaction Terms (TQ).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of EPS, SPS & GPS on market performance, and

controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. LogTobin’s Q is the dependent financial performance

measure. Interaction terms, consistent of EPS, SPS & GPS and year-dummies, are included in the regression to

monitor the e↵ect over time. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The p-values are indicated at

the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Particularly, the interaction terms of lagSPS are positively significant for 8 out of

the 9 interaction terms. In fact, induced by the coe�cients of the interaction terms in

the year 2018 (+0.0025**) and 2019 (+0.0037***), the corresponding overall coe�-

cient (cSPS) for lagSPS turns completely positive for both years (+0.0004, +0.0017).

Following the same pattern, with 4 of 9 interaction terms being positively significant,

the overall lagEPS coe�cient (cEPS) turns positive in the year 2019 (+0.0003). Ex-

emplifying the change in marginal e↵ect by comparing the coe�cients of the base

year and the latest year in our sampling period we find:

cSPS2019 = �0.0020Base + 0.0037IT2019 = +0.00172019 (7.3)
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All else equal, a one unit increase in SPS in the year 2019 leads to 0.0037 larger

increase in logTobin’sQ, compared to the associated e↵ect in the base year 2010.

cEPS2019 = �0.0020Base + 0.0023IT2019 = +0.00032019 (7.4)

All else equal, a one unit increase in EPS in the year 2019 leads to 0.0023 larger

increase in logTobin’sQ, compared to the associated e↵ect in the base year 2010.

Conversely, when assessing the lagged GPS regression none of the interaction terms

are statistically significant. Thus, no significant change in e↵ect over time is evident

between the GPS- and market performance variable.

Accounting Performance

Turning our attention to the development of the relationship between pillar-scores

and accounting performance, we find the following regression outputs. Opposing the

multitude of statistically significant interaction terms for the SPS & Tobin’s Q and

EPS & Tobin’s Q relationship, only two interaction terms of EPS are significant when

investigating the changing e↵ect on accounting-based performance. In particular, the

interaction terms for the year 2017 (Coe�cient: +0.0459**), and 2018 (Coe�cient:

+0.0335*) are statistically significant. Thus, although evident in two years for EPS,

the changing e↵ect over time seems less pronounced when investigating the e↵ect on

accounting performance.

The lack of significance for the pillar scores is aligned with the findings of Table 7.8

(Regression 13 ), considering that the three pillar scores make up the overall ESGP

score.
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Table 7.10: Fixed E↵ects Regressions with EPS, SPS & GPS, Interaction Terms (ROA).

Notes: This table presents results from fixed-e↵ect regressions of EPS, SPS & GPS on accounting performance, and

controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. ROA is the dependent financial performance measure.

Interaction terms, consistent of EPS, SPS & GPS and year-dummies, are included in the regression to monitor the

e↵ect over time. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The p-values are indicated at the 1%, 5%

and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Summary Results (RQ3b – EPS/SPS/GPS)

Overall, for the findings of both accounting- and market performance we can

conclude the following: The e↵ect of ESG pillar scores on market performance changes

significantly for the EPS and SPS. Conversely, for accounting performance, the e↵ect

of ESG pillar scores exhibits very little change over time, with only the e↵ect of EPS

on ROA significantly deviating from the base year on two occasions. The other pillar

scores do not exhibit any significant change over time.
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7.4 Overview of Findings

We conclude this section with an overview of all the aforementioned findings (see

Table 7.11 ), in respect to our own formulated hypothesis (Own Hypoth.), as well as

the statistical hypotheses (Statistical Hypoth.). In particular, each of our formulated

hypotheses was tested by assessing the probability of the statistical null-hypothesis to

hold true (no relationship between variables). If said p-value is below 10%, we reject

the null hypothesis and confirm a statistical relationship. Subsequently, we show the

findings in light of our own postulated hypotheses. If the observed e↵ect is statis-

tically significant (Reject H0, p-value< 0.10) and aligned with our own hypothesis,

the hypothesis is finally confirmed. See Appendix G, for an overview of all statistical

hypotheses. The findings for Hypothesis Set 1, 2 & 3 respectively are:

1. Albeit identifying statistical significance of the relationship between ESGP/ESGD

and market performance for H.1.1& H.1.2, the negative observed e↵ect opposes

our hypothesized one. Thus, we reject our own hypothesis of a positive rela-

tionship between the two ESG proxies and market performance. No significant

e↵ect was concluded for ESGP/ESGD and accounting performance. All other

of our own hypotheses are rejected, based on either a non-significant relation-

ship (statistical hypotheses) or a di↵erent finding than which we suggested (own

hypotheses).

2. No statistically significant relationship was identified for hypothesis set 2. Al-

though consistent with the negatively significant findings of H.1.1 on market

performance, in terms of indicated relationship (negative coe�cients), no statis-

tical significance materializes. Thus, we reject our own hypothesis of a positive

relationship between ESG pillar scores and financial performance.

3. We accept our own hypothesize of a change in e↵ect between ESG proxies and

market performance for H.3.1 (MP), H.3.3 (MP) and H.3.4 (MP). Thus, a

changing positive e↵ect of ESGP/EPS/SPS on market performance over time

can be confirmed. Conversely, for the hypothesized change in e↵ect between

ESG proxies and accounting performance we accept the hypothesis H.3.2 (AP)

& H.3.3 (AP). No statistically significant change over time can be concluded

for the other hypotheses.
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Table 7.11: Overview of Findings, by Hypotheses.

Notes: This table presents all stated hypotheses, together with corresponding coe�cients and p-values. Accounting

performance and market performance is abbreviated with (AP) and (MP) respectively, whenever necessary. The

p-values are indicated at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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Analysis and Discussion

This section will discuss the aforementioned findings in the context of the theoretical

framework and extended literature. Possible explanations are theorized whenever our

findings deviate from those previously determined by other scholars. We follow the

structure of our defined research questions in Section 1.3, subsequently discussing the

findings related to RQ1 - RQ3.

8.1 RQ1 – E↵ect of ESG scores on Financial Per-

formance

The primary purpose of our research (RQ1 ) was to test whether ESG performance has

a significant e↵ect on financial performance. In order to accomplish this, we tested

the relationship of two ESG scores with accounting performance (ROA) and market

performance (Tobin’s Q). To answer the first research question we have conducted

four di↵erent regressions. In particular, two regressions for each dependent variable

(ROA, Tobin’s Q) were performed, di↵ering in the overall ESG score used (ESGP,

ESGD). The two dependent variables were used to test whether a di↵erence in the

e↵ect of ESG performance exists for accounting and market performance.

H.1.1) A high ESG performance leads to better financial performance (FINP).

H.1.2) A high ESG disclosure leads to better financial performance (FINP).

Operationalizing RQ1 through the corresponding hypotheses H.1.1 (ESGP&FINP)

and H.1.2 (ESGD&FINP), we find a significantly negative relationship for both ESG

proxies with the market-based performance variable, the natural logarithm of Tobin’s

Q. Thus, considering the hypotheses of RQ1 we can reject the null hypothesis that

ESG performance and ESG disclosure have no e↵ect on market performance. In par-
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ticular, we find a significantly negative relationship for both lagESGP & logTobin’sQ

and lagESGD & logTobin’sQ. This opposes our own initial hypotheses of a positive

relationship between corporate ESG performance and market performance. Conse-

quently, it appears as though investors do indeed factor a company’s ESG performance

into their investment decisions. Opposing our initial assumption, the relationship is

not a positive one, but rather a negative one, for both corporate ESG performance and

ESG transparency. Accordingly, an ESG improvement across subsequent years will on

average have a negative e↵ect on Tobin’s Q. For the relationship between lagESGP

& ROA and lagESGD & ROA, the null hypothesis of no relationship between the

variables could not be rejected and results remain statistically insignificant. Thus,

ESG performance seems to be unrelated to accounting performance and no conclu-

sions can be drawn about the e↵ect of the ESG scores and accounting performance.

We can therefore conclude, that the e↵ect of ESG performance on financial perfor-

mance di↵ers across the dependent performance variable, being negatively significant

for Tobin’s Q and non-significant for ROA.

Our finding is in line with the study of Deev & Khazelia (2017), reporting a

significantly negative relationship between ESG score and Tobin’s Q. Conversely, the

main body of extended literature opposes our finding. In particular, Marti Rovira-Val

et al. (2015), Han et al. (2016) & Velte (2017) report a non-significant relationship

between ESG score and market-based performance. Additionally, Yu et al. (2018)

reports a significantly positive relationship between ESG score and Tobin’s Q. The

discrepancies in the results may be caused by methodological di↵erences applied in

the respective studies. As such, we find a wide variety of statistical panel data mod-

els used across the di↵erent scholarly articles. The impact of the choice of panel

regression type on the reported outcome is further explored in chapter 9, Robustness

Checks. Other reasons could include di↵erences between samples (e.g. size, country),

dependent variables (e.g. Stock returns vs. Tobin’s Q, ROE vs. ROA), and di↵erences

between CSR proxies. We postulate that the choice of our sample was particularly

influential in respect to the identified negative relationship between ESG measures

and market performance. In particular, choosing the top eight countries in terms of

ESG performance, limited by a tightly knit geographical cluster, has led to a sample

consisting of high performing corporations in terms of ESG matters. A look at the

sample mean for both ESGP (59.22) and ESGD (40.24) exemplifies the general high

level of ESG performance. Additionally, when looking at the distribution of ESG per-

formance in this sample (see Figure 8.1 ), we can observe a negative skewness (skewed

to the left). Thus, the majority of our annual observations is in the highest range
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of ESG scores. Given our sample choices, it is natural that the companies in those

countries perform accordingly high. But there is also a methodological perspective

linked to this. In particular, looking at the component pillar scores of the overall

ESGP score we can identify a similarly skewed distribution for both the EPS and

SPS, but not GPS. Eikon’s percentile rank scoring methodology for both the EPS

and the SPS is adjusted based on a firm’s industry, whilst dependent on country of

incorporation for GPS.

Figure 8.1: Distribution of ESG Scores.

Hence, when looking at high-performing countries, the skewness in our sample is

accentuated by the lack of accounting for country di↵erences in average environmental

and social performance when Eikon calculates the corresponding EPS and SPS. Ulti-

mately, this results in a skewed distribution of the overall ESGP score in the context

of our sample selection.

Considering that our sample constitutes of mainly high performing companies in

terms of ESG performance, it might be the case, that something such as a thresh-

old for a “good enough” ESG performance exists amongst investors. As a result, a

base-level of ESG performance is required for them to consider investing in a given
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company, but as soon as a certain threshold is exceeded, any additional money spent

on increasing said non-financial performance is seen as a waste of money. This could

explain the overall negative relationship between ESGP and FINP, particularly when

investigating the e↵ect for corporations that exhibit a high average level of ESG per-

formance already. This potential explanation is certainly something worth exploring

for future research.

In terms of postulated theory, our results for ESG performance support the rele-

vance of shareholder theory, and its potential impact on market performance. Accord-

ing to shareholder theory, CSR activities are seen as an unnecessary cost, implying

a negative relationship between ESG scores and market performance. Consequently,

it appears that investors penalize corporations’ improvements in terms of ESG per-

formance. This may be caused by investor mindsets, interpreting excessive corporate

ESG e↵orts as an ine�cient use of shareholder money. In terms of ESG disclosure

(ESGD), our findings contradict signaling theory and the associated reduction in in-

formation asymmetry. As such, we would expect investors to appreciate extensive

ESG reporting as it reduces the inherent information asymmetry and associated risk.

Against expectations, we find a negative e↵ect of increased ESG disclosure and To-

bin’s Q. We theorize two potential explanations for this. Firstly, following a similar

reasoning as above, investors may understand the money spent on a rigorous and ex-

tensive ESG reporting routine as an unnecessary expense. Thus, confirming the view

of shareholder theory. Secondly, the associated reduction in information asymmetry

might give competitors valuable insights into innovative ESG solutions that are costly

to develop, but rather inexpensive to copy.

This naturally leads to the second half of our analysis of RQ1, exploring whether

findings are consistent when testing two di↵erent ESG proxies and their respective

e↵ect on financial performance. We have used both Eikon’s ESG performance score

and Bloomberg’s ESG disclosure score to provide said comparison.

H.1.3) The relationship of ESG performance and ESG disclosure with financial per-

formance is a consistent, positive one.

In respect to H.1.3, where we hypothesized that the e↵ect of the ESG proxies

is positively consistent, when regressing the two main ESG proxies individually, we

identify a consistent e↵ect on logTobin’sQ. However, the investigated relationship is

negative instead of positive as we hypothesized. The reasoning for why the relation-
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ships are negative is displayed in the analysis of H.1.1 and H.1.2 above. In particular,

both the ESGP and the ESGD identify a significantly negative relationship on market

performance. We can therefore conclude that using either ESG proxy would not have

altered our results. This indicates that the results of other studies, that have used

either of two proxies, are generally comparable. This finding is aligned with Gutsche’s

(2017) study of publicly listed corporations in the US. Although, it is worth mention-

ing that he found a positive relationship for either proxy and market performance and

not a negative one, as we concluded. This di↵erence might be due to the di↵erence

in sample population, with his study being conducted in the relatively unregulated

environment of the US capital market. This contrasts the more regulated European

ESG-disclosure environment. We explain the closely aligned findings of ESGP and

ESGD on market performance, with the inherent connection of ESG performance

and associated ESG disclosure. In particular, signaling- and voluntary disclosure the-

ory suggest that high performing ESG companies have an incentive to signal their

high performance through higher levels of transparency, ultimately transferring into

a higher ESG disclosure score (Hummel & Schlick, 2016; Melloni, Caglio, & Perego,

2017). As such, the findings confirm voluntary disclosure theory, albeit not testing

the ESGP-ESGD relationship itself. It certainly appears as that these two move in

close lockstep.

H.1.4) The ESG performance score has a bigger e↵ect on financial performance

than the ESG disclosure score.

When discussing the outcome of the postulated H.1.4, we establish that the

marginal e↵ect of ESGD on market performance is more powerful (and statistically

significant) than the marginal e↵ect of ESGP. This is particularly surprising, con-

sidering that in theory it represents a more indirect measure of the actual ESG

performance of a publicly listed company. Gutsche (2017) has observed a similar

phenomenon, arguing that this could be due to investors unawareness of the di↵er-

ences between the publicized ESG performance score of Eikon and the ESG disclosure

score of Bloomberg. The former representing actual ESG performance and the latter

measuring transparency in ESG reporting. Another possible explanation is that in-

vestors, in the eight European countries, penalize excessive reduction of information

asymmetry even harsher than increased ESG performance. A potential reason for

that could be the additional insight gained by direct competitors and associated costs

of extensive ESG reporting.
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8.2 RQ2 – E↵ect of Individual ESG Pillars on Fi-

nancial Performance

To dig deeper into the dynamics of ESG performance and its impact on financial

performance, we set out to answer RQ2. In particular, the e↵ects of the pillar scores

on financial performance are looked at in isolation. We have utilized six fixed-e↵ects

regressions, corresponding to the three E, S, & G components (one regression for

accounting- and market performance each).

H.2.1) The individual ESG pillars have a consistent positive e↵ect on corporate fi-

nancial performance.

When testing H.2.1 we found no significant relationship with neither accounting-

nor market performance. This is somewhat surprising, given the fact that the pil-

lar scores together make up the overall ESGP score, for which a significant negative

relationship with market performance was concluded (see H.1.1 ). Nevertheless, the

corresponding coe�cients of the ESG pillars are negative, at least confirming the neg-

ative e↵ect, which we observed for the overall ESGP score. The fact that we found no

significant relationship between EPS, SPS & GPS and market performance is largely

consistent with extended literature (Han, Kim, & Yu, 2016; Velte, 2017). Conversely,

when looking at the ESG pillars and their e↵ect on accounting performance, our find-

ing oppose extended literature. As such, Velte found a positive relationship between

each constituent and accounting performance (ROA). Similarly, Han et al. (2016)

found a positive relationship between the GPS and accounting performance. This

di↵erence might be due to the chosen sample size, with Velte and Han focusing on

the German and South Korean market respectively. Another explanation might lie in

the fact that their study constitutes a single-country study, whilst we include multiple

countries in our study.

H.2.2) Environmental performance has a bigger e↵ect on financial performance than

social – and governance performance.

H.2.2 explored the di↵ering strength of e↵ects of the ESG pillar scores. Consider-

ing the lack of statistical significance in H.2.1, comparing the e↵ect of the individual

pillar scores on financial performance and interpreting the coe�cients of the individ-

ual pillar scores is only indicative. EPS and GPS display a particularly negative

e↵ect on market performance. Conversely, when taking a look at accounting perfor-
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mance, the coe�cient of SPS is big, and positive, indicating that a firm’s high social

performance transcends into a higher ROA. This may be caused by a corresponding

low employee turnover ratio and high employee morale. Nevertheless, the ability to

analyze and interpret our findings in relation to H.2.2 is limited.

Overall, considering the lack of significant findings, we find investors as less in-

terested in the particular ESG components’ performance of publicly listed companies

in our sample. Instead, considering the significant findings of H.1.1, they seem to

closely inspect the overall ESGP score as a proxy of ESG performance. This is con-

sistent with Refinitiv’s assessment (2020), that the overall ESG score is the main focus

for investors. The negative individual e↵ects, albeit statistically non-significant, are

consistent with the overall ESG performance score.

8.3 RQ3 – E↵ect of ESG Scores on Financial Per-

formance over time

RQ3 explores a gap in the current literature, as we investigate the potentially chang-

ing e↵ect of ESG performance on financial performance over time. In particular, we

use a set of interaction terms, consisting of the respective lagged ESG proxy and year

dummy variables (2010-2019) for each of the displayed regressions, to monitor the

e↵ect development over time. As such, we investigate the potentially changing e↵ect

over time for the ESGP, ESGD, EPS, SPS and GPS variables on FINP. In particu-

lar, we postulated the hypothesis (H.3 ), that the e↵ect of the applied sustainability

proxies increases over time.

H.3) The e↵ect of ESG measures on financial performance increases over time.

(H.3.1-H.3.5)

When testing for the market-based performance measure, we find a significantly

positive development of the relationship for three of the five sustainability proxies.

In particular, the interaction terms of the ESG performance score, as well as the

pillar scores of the environmental performance and the social performance exhibit

a significantly positive coe�cient development over time. Consequently, we can re-

ject the null-hypothesis that time has no e↵ect on the relationship between lagESG-

P/lagEPS/lagGPS and market performance. Albeit being statistically insignificant,

the remaining two scores, ESGD and GPS, follow a similar coe�cient pattern. These

findings are partially confirming our hypothesis (H.3 ), stating that that the e↵ect of
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sustainability proxies on financial performance in fact di↵er over time. The cause for

this development could be the increased levels of regulatory pressure in Europe and

public awareness surrounding ESG matters. As a result, investors’ sentiment may

have shifted over the years, putting greater emphasis on good ESG performance of

publicly listed corporations. We can confirm this for the ESG proxies of ESGP, EPS

and SPS. Even more so, we find a significantly positive relationship of ESGP and

logTobin’sQ for the year 2019. Albeit exhibiting a relatively small marginal e↵ect,

this corresponds to a sign-reversal from our overall finding of the main regression

displayed in section 8.1. This trend is consistent for the pillar scores of EPS and SPS

as well.

Conversely, when testing for accounting performance, via ROA, only the ESG

disclosure (ESGD) score exhibits a statistically significant change in coe�cient over

time (versus the base year). Consequently, the relationship turns from a negative to

a positive one when comparing the base year to the interaction terms of the years

2014-2019. Consequently, we can reject the null-hypothesis that time has no e↵ect

on the relationship between lagESGD and ROA. It therefore appears that increased

transparency on ESG matters yields a positive e↵ect on a firm’s profitability. This sig-

nificant change in e↵ect of the ESGD-ROA relationship, starting from the year 2014,

coincides with the introduction of the non-financial reporting directive 2014/95/EU.

Said directive put extensive demands on corporate ESG reporting, and simultane-

ously manifested the importance of ESG reporting for other stakeholders. Following

the regulatory lead of the EU, other stakeholders seem to put increased focus on a

company’s ESG disclosure, mirroring the observed e↵ect on accounting performance.

For instance, a greater appreciation for a reduction in information asymmetry be-

tween firm’s stakeholders (e.g. banks) and a reduced perception of risk seem to gain

additional importance. As a result interest payments may be lowered, having a posi-

tive e↵ect on ROA. Additionally, a corporation’s generated income may increase due

to an increase in ESG reporting, with more sustainability-conscious consumers being

better able to assess a company’s sustainability e↵orts.

As previous research on the changing e↵ect of ESG performance and financial per-

formance is limited, we are unable to make any remarks on comparisons to extended

literature. We can conclude that albeit being on average negative for the whole sample

period of 2010-2019, the e↵ect of lagESGP, lagEPS and lagSPS on Tobin’s Q exhibit

an increasing coe�cient trend over time, culminating in a positive relationship in the

most recent years of our sample period. Similarly, when investigating the e↵ect on
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accounting performance, the sustainability proxy of ESG disclosure follows a similar

pattern. We expect this trend to gain further momentum in the future, with an in-

creasing number of investors incorporating ESG performance, and other stakeholders

including corporate transparency, into their decision making.

Lastly, a remark on the statistically insignificant ESG pillar scores of section 8.2.

The positive development of pillars scores over time might explain the insignificant

findings displayed in section 8.3. Consequently, for both the EPS and the SPS e↵ect

on logTobin’sQ over time, the overall e↵ect turns positive in recent years (already in

2016 for the SPS). Thus, this may somewhat distort the findings made in the previous

section, resulting in a non-significant finding overall.

This concludes our analysis and discussion section. In the following section we

display a number of robustness tests, which we deem crucial in testing the validity of

our data.
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Robustness Checks

We run several robustness tests to check the reliability of our aforementioned findings.

Firstly, we check the findings in light of the diverse set of panel regressions applied

in the extended literature. Thus, we test whether a di↵erent conclusion in the model

specification section would have altered our findings. Secondly, we test the impact of

our self-induced survivorship bias. Consequently, regressions for each CSR proxy and

FINP will be run without deleting those companies, which fail to record 4-consecutive

year observations. Thirdly, we check whether our negatively significant finding for

ESGP on market performance is robust to being ran for each industry separately.

This is done to ensure that the omitted industry-dummy variable is not deterring

our made findings. Lastly, we run the regressions across each di↵erent country to see

whether choosing an individual country would have significantly altered our results.

9.1 Di↵erences across Panel Regressions

Inspired by the vast pool of di↵erent panel data regressions applied in extended litera-

ture, we set out to showcase whether the choice of regression type alters the proclaimed

outcomes or whether the outcome is independent of the regression type used. To ex-

emplify this, we run the three most used panel data regressions on our sample, to test

whether the observed overall negative relationship of section 8.1 is consistent across

the di↵erent panel regression types. In particular, we perform the full set of panel

data regressions for the ESGP proxy and its e↵ect on market performance (STATA

output in Appendix I ). Cluster-robust standard errors are applied to all regression

types to counter the heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation evident in the data.

When testing for the di↵erent panel data regression models we find a wide variety

of findings, mirroring the inconclusive picture of extended literature. In particular,
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when running a homogeneous panel regression, pooled OLS, we find a significantly

positive relationship (Coe�cient: +0.0033; p-value < 0.01). Conversely, when ap-

plying a random-e↵ects heterogeneous panel data model we find no significant rela-

tionship (Coe�cient: +0.0002; p-value > 0.10). Lastly, the fixed e↵ect regression

reports a significantly negative relationship between ESGP and market performance

(Coe�cient: -0.0017; p-value < 0.10). The latter is the appropriate model for our

specific dataset, as determined by Breusch Pagan Lagrange-Multiplier method and

Hausman-test (see Section 6.3).

Table 9.1: Panel Regressions with ESG Performance score, by Regression Type.

Notes: This table presents results from pooled OLS, random e↵ects and fixed-e↵ects regressions of ESGP on

market performance, and controls over the period 2010-2019 for the whole sample. LogTobin’s Q is the dependent

financial performance measures. Cluster-robust standard errors are given in parentheses. The p-values are indicated

at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, as: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

These findings, consistent with statistical literature, showcase the di↵erent outputs

corresponding to the di↵ering underlying assumptions and methods of the respective

panel data regressions. It is therefore no surprise that the reported outcomes di↵er.

Nevertheless, despite a clearly-defined panel data methodology, focusing on identi-

fying the one appropriate model through LM-test and Hausman-tests, scholars have

repeatedly reported the outputs of multiple panel regressions in the same paper. This

can be problematic, if they fail to state which of the models is the appropriate one
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and simply pick and choose the significant relationships they prefer. It is unclear how

the final reported models have been identified in a multitude of cases (Marti, Rovira-

Val, & Drescher, 2015; Han, Kim, & Yu, 2016; Deev & Khazalia, 2017). Table 9.1

exemplifies the ambiguous nature and potential danger in reporting several models

simultaneously.

If results di↵er as vastly as we have outlined above, an argument towards additional

focus on the methodological part of extended literature must be made. Therefore,

we suggest the application and display of a rigorous empirical methodology, allowing

other researchers to evaluate whether the final regression model was defined through

statistical testing or driven by the most desired result (e.g. positive relationship in

case of a pooled OLS). Unless scholarly articles in the ESG- and financial performance

realm start to apply a consistent statistical modelling approach, we will remain unable

to di↵erentiate whether the reported positive/negative relationships were identified

due to the true underlying data or based on a wrongly chosen regression type. Thus,

obscuring the real relationship and causing additional confusion to the distinct rela-

tionship between ESG- and financial performance.

9.2 Survivorship Bias

As mentioned in section 6.1 (Sample Selection), we exclude companies from our sam-

ple that report less than four consecutive years of firm-observations to counter our

heavily unbalanced panel dataset. Therefore, we now check for the potential impact

of our self-induced survivorship bias on our previously reported results, for all ESG

proxies and financial performance. In particular, we re-run the corresponding fixed

e↵ect regressions without removing any companies due to their lack of consecutive

observations. Without removing the aforementioned companies from the sample we

record an overall sample of 345 companies and 2115 observations. The results show

a consistent outcome to our sample-adjusted findings displayed in sections 8.1, 8.2 &

8.3. In particular, we observe a significantly negative relationship for ESGP (Coe�-

cient: -0.0015, p-value< 0.1) and for ESGD (Coe�cient: -0.0026, p-value< 0.05) for

the complete set of companies. The corresponding R2 of the robustness check regres-

sion for ESGP/ESGD is slightly lower (0.1783, 0.1711 ) than for our sample- adjusted

regressions (0.2047, 0.2146 ). Thus, we are able to explain a higher percentage of the

overall variance in the response variable with our adjusted model. The finding of the

ESG pillar regressions (RQ2 ) is robust as well, reporting non-significant relationships

for all three ESG pillar proxies and market performance. Similarly, the robustness
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check for the regressions including the interaction terms (RQ3 ) confirms our previous

results. Lastly, when testing the robustness for the relationship of the complete set of

ESG proxies and ROA, the findings are consistent with our sample-adjusted regres-

sions. As such, only the extended regression of ROA and ESGD identifies a significant

relationship over time (RQ3 ). Thus, we can conclude that the introduction of the

condition of a minimum of four consecutive annual observations has not distorted our

overall findings. Conversely, it has lifted the explanatory power of our model and is

consistent with the overall objective of our study to explore the relationship of ESG

performance on financial performance over a given time-period. For the full STATA

output of robustness check 2, see Appendix J.

9.3 E↵ect of ESG Scores across Industries

This section explores whether our identified findings are robust when being ran indi-

vidually across industries. When replicating our regressions of RQ1 for the specific

industries individually, we find two significant relationships. Particularly, exploring

the ESGP and market performance relationship, the industry sectors of Industrials

(Coe�cient: -0.0023, p-value< 0.1) and Materials report a statistically significant

relationship (Coe�cient: +0.0043, p-value< 0.1). Clear di↵erences in investor senti-

ment are therefore evident, when comparing the two industry sectors. For the prior,

investors seem to follow the shareholder approach consistent with our findings in sec-

tion 8.1, whilst for the latter investors seem to follow a stakeholder approach. This

might be explained with the heightened focus on ESG matters when sourcing raw

materials, as characteristic for the Materials sector. Conversely, albeit statistically

insignificant, the majority of other industries display a negative coe�cient for 5 out

of the 7 remaining industry sectors. The findings for the robustness check, when

utilizing the ESGD proxy and market performance, provide a similar image. Over-

all, we can conclude a negative e↵ect for 6 out of 9 industry sectors, rendering our

overall findings as largely robust to industries. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that

certain industries might deviate from the aforementioned pattern, which is something

to keep in mind when interpreting investor attitudes. No significant findings were

identified when testing the relationship of ROA and ESG proxies based on industry.

See Appendix K for the STATA outputs of the robustness check 3, based on industry.
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9.4 E↵ect of ESG Scores across Countries

Finally, we check whether the e↵ect of the overall ESG proxies on financial perfor-

mance di↵ers when ran separately for the eight included countries. Regressing the

relationship of ESGP and Tobin’s Q, we find a significantly negative relationship

for the Netherlands (Coe�cient: -0.0036; p-value< 0.05) and Finland (Coe�cient:

-0.0078; p-value< 0.01). Three (Germany, Sweden, Denmark) out of the remaining

six countries report a negative coe�cient, albeit statistically insignificant. Conse-

quently, the other three countries (Austria, Norway, Switzerland) indicate a positive

coe�cient without being statistically significant. It should be noted, that the num-

ber of companies and corresponding observations vary greatly when running separate

regressions based on each country. Countries such as Austria, Norway and Denmark

have a relatively low number of observations, somewhat jeopardizing the reliability of

the results. Consequently, we argue that conducting a single-country study could have

altered our results, with potentially identifying either a negative-, or non-significant

relationship between ESG proxies and financial performance. Nevertheless, the over-

all implied e↵ect across the regional clusters remains a negative one. Performing the

same robustness check for the relationship of the ESG proxies and accounting perfor-

mance, we find a consistently non-significant relationship (see Appendix L). The only

exceptions are Austria (ESGP; Coe�cient: +0.05, p-value< 0.10) and Switzerland

(ESGD; Coe�cient: +0.08, p-value< 0.05) with the ESGP and ESGD measure re-

spectively.

Overall, our displayed findings in chapter 7 appear largely robust, considering the

aforementioned results of the robustness checks of survivorship bias (2), industry- (3)

and country-specific (4) regressions. The overall relationships and trends identified

in chapter 7 are thus confirmed. Nevertheless, we advise managers and investors to

be vary of potential di↵erences across industry sectors when assessing market perfor-

mance and the associated e↵ect of ESG performance. Conversely, robustness check

1 was performed to showcase the potential risks of including several di↵erent panel

regression models (pooled OLS, random e↵ects, fixed e↵ects) in the same study. This

confirms our decision to showcase the model specification process (section 6.4) in a

meticulous fashion, to provide insight into which of the panel regression types is the

appropriate one for this study. Failing to put increased focus on the model specifi-

cation process, could have heavily inhibited the validity and reliability of our study,

resulting in vastly di↵erent findings.



Chapter 10

Limitations

Our research bears certain limitations. Firstly, considering the formal requirements of

this paper and the extensive literature surrounding the notion of ESG- and financial

performance, a selection of the most applicable variables was necessary. Conversely,

one control variable applied in some previous studies, R&D expense, was not included

in our thesis. This decision was made due to the lack of observations for R&D expense

across all of the databases available for CBS students. Additionally, we would have

liked the inclusion of a second set of financial performance variables for accounting-

and market performance. This could have backed up our findings, eventually proving

robustness across di↵erent accounting- and market-based performance measures. For

instance, ROE (vs. ROA) and Stock returns (vs. Tobin’s Q) could have been applied.

More time (ROE, Stock returns) or extended access to other financial databases (R&D

Expense) would have allowed for the inclusion of said variables. Therefore, we cannot

guarantee that the findings would have remained the same if we would have included

these variables in our research.

Secondly, two of our initial control variables (Industry, Country) were omitted

from the final fixed e↵ect regressions, due to their time-invariant characteristics. De-

spite our e↵orts to explore the underlying impact of industry and country on the

e↵ect of ESGP and financial performance in the robustness check section, it remains

somewhat ambiguous whether these variables would have significantly altered the

overall outcome. Conversely, if we would have decided to choose the other heteroge-

neous panel-data model (random e↵ects model), where time-invariant variables are

not omitted, a non-significant e↵ect between ESGP and both accounting- and market

performance would have been concluded (see Table 9.1 ). Nevertheless, choosing a re-

gression model based on this thought process is not statistically sound, which is why

we followed common panel-data methodology and identified the fixed-e↵ect model as
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the most appropriate for our dataset.

Thirdly, our study bases on an unbalanced panel dataset. Ideally, we would have

liked to have consistent observations for all of our companies across the whole time

period, but due to the growth in ESG reporting over time, we have less observations

in earlier years than in the latter ones. Creating a balanced panel dataset would have

omitted 166 out of the total 250 companies in our unbalanced panel dataset, leaving

us with a significantly smaller sample size. We expect this issue to decline in the

future, with more and more corporations providing reporting on sustainability issues

over the coming years. Thus, future studies may have the opportunity to draw from

a full-set of observations across their time-horizon, utilizing a balanced panel dataset.

Lastly, the applied sustainability proxies are not without fault. In particular, a

multitude of di↵erent methodologies have emerged in the calculation of ESG scores

across di↵erent third-party providers. This renders the final ESG scores as largely

subjective and open for deviation amongst di↵erent providers. It is worth noting, that

albeit acting as a neutral judge assessing corporate ESG performance, rating agencies

are in fact profit-oriented intermediaries. As such, they are inclined to purposefully

di↵erentiate their o↵erings (ratings) from other competitors, raising ethical questions

about their respective methodology. A contributing problem in terms of measurement

is the often inconsistent reporting routine by publicly listed corporations, making

it hard to assess the real ESG performance by rating agencies. Lastly, with the

increasing importance of ESG performance a substantial risk surfaces when scoring

agencies make their scoring methodology publicly available (e.g. Eikon). This could

encourage unethical behavior by firms, finding ways to manipulate their evaluations

through careful investigation of the rating agencies’ scoring. For instance, the rating

methodology of some agencies allows high scores in one ESG dimension to compensate

for a low score in another. This could encourage firms to invest in the ESG themes

which are less costly and better aligned with the current business practice, instead of

improving actual ESG performance as a whole. As such, companies could be inclined

to focus on the points which drive their score up, rather than trying to increase their

overall ESG performance. Consequently, the adequacy of using ESG measures as

proxies of sustainability performance declines.



Chapter 11

Conclusion and Recommendations

Chapter 11 summarizes the made findings in respect to the formulated research ques-

tions in the introductory chapter. Additionally, actionable recommendations for man-

agers and investors are formulated, based on the concluded findings.

11.1 Conclusion

The motivation of this study was born from the heightened relevance of good CSR

performance and the corresponding e↵ect on financial performance. Previous research

fails to provide a uniform conclusion as to whether doing good (CSR performance)

also corresponds to doing well (financial performance) for corporations. Therefore,

we explored the relationship between ESG performance and financial performance

(RQ1 ), the relationship between E, S, & G pillar scores and financial performance

(RQ2 ) and whether the e↵ect explored in RQ1 and RQ2 may change over time

(RQ3 ). In doing so, we provided new insights for extended literature, by choosing a

sample set of overall high-performing European companies, as well as exploring the

development of the ESG-FINP relationship over time. In particular, we found the

following.

RQ1) What is the relationship between ESG performance and financial performance?

Overall, we failed to observe a clear-cut positive e↵ect between ESG performance

and financial performance, which we initially defined in our research purpose as nec-

essary to reach an even wider acceptance of ESG considerations amongst industry-

professionals and investors. Instead, we identified a uniform negative e↵ect, of ESG

performance and ESG disclosure, on market performance. We can therefore confirm

the persistence of shareholder theory amidst investors, that seemingly deem excessive
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spending on CSR activities and reporting as hurtful for shareholders. Considering the

context of our research, conducted in an environment of high ESG performance, we

theorize that said shareholder principality is particularly likely to occur, as the com-

panies’ ESG performance tends to be high overall. Conversely, investors may be quick

to identify additional ESG improvements as excessive, penalizing the corporation in

question in return, which ultimately results in the observed negative relationship be-

tween CSR proxies and FINP.

RQ2) Does the e↵ect on financial performance di↵er across the ESG pillars of Envi-

ronmental performance, Social performance and Governance performance?

No significant relationship is evident when investigating the e↵ect of the Environ-

mental, Social and Governance pillar scores on financial performance. This appears

contradictory, as the pillars together shape the overall ESG performance score, for

which we concluded a negative relationship with market performance in RQ1. The

explanation for this phenomena seems twofold: Firstly, it appears that investors pay

less attention to the individual components of the ESG pillar scores, and instead fo-

cus on the overall ESG performance score (ESGP) when making investment decisions.

Secondly, assessing the development of the relationship of pillar scores and FINP over

time (RQ3 ), we can identify a significant change in e↵ect. Consequently, the associ-

ated marginal e↵ect of EPS and SPS on market performance increases incrementally

from a negative to a positive e↵ect halfway through our sampling period. This is

likely to distort the aforementioned findings of RQ2, resulting in a non-significant

finding overall.

RQ3) Does the e↵ect of ESG performance on financial performance change over time

or does it remain constant?

Additionally to the aforementioned positive trend in the Environmental- and So-

cial pillar scores, we detect a positive trend in the e↵ect of the overall ESG per-

formance score and market performance. In practice, this corresponds to a gradual

reduction in the identified negative relationship from the early years of our research

period, culminating in a change to a positive relationship in the latter years. More-

over, the relationship of ESGD and accounting performance follows a similar pattern.

Thus, we can conclude that a time-perspective is indeed crucial when exploring the

link between CSR performance and financial performance. Causes for the observed

changes in e↵ect over time can be found in a stricter regulatory environment, as well as
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a shift in stakeholder sentiment towards the importance of sustainability performance.

This confirms the constantly evolving nature of the ESG- and financial performance

link, induced by the rising importance of corporate sustainability performance – also

for financial markets.

We hope that this positive trend of the e↵ect of ESG performance and financial

performance persists in the future. Continuously confirming a positive relationship

would path the way for increased levels of private capital directed towards those

companies that excel in terms of ESG performance. Consequently, management would

be motivated to enhance the focus on their CSR activities as well, contributing to a

more sustainable future.

11.2 Recommendations for Managers and Investors

Based on the concluded findings in our study, we formulate the following recommen-

dations for managers and investors.

Management Recommendations

In terms of accounting performance, ESG performance seems to yield no significant ef-

fect on ROA. However, improvements in ESG disclosure yield an increasingly positive

e↵ect on ROA over our sampling period, suggesting rising appreciation of extensive

reporting by other stakeholders (e.g. banks, customers). Similarly, albeit an overall

negative relationship between ESG performance and market performance, investors

seem to increasingly value good ESG performance over the latter years of our sam-

pling period. This should provide additional incentives for managers to increase their

commitment to CSR activities. Driven by further planned regulatory changes, like an-

other extension of the European NFRD in 2020/2021, persistent public pressure and

a corresponding change in investor sentiment, we deem this positive trend to continue

in the future. Therefore, we recommend directing additional company funds towards

the strengthening of a company’s sustainability activities to boost ESG performance

and ESG disclosure. At the very least, it seems to not be hurtful for profitability

(ESGP & ROA), and at best improves profitability (ESGD & ROA) and market

performance (ESGP & Tobin’s Q).
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Investor Recommendations

Despite an overall negative relationship between ESGP and market performance for

our whole sample period, the associated negative e↵ect diminishes over time. Even

more so, the relationship between ESGP and market performance becomes a positive

one in the last year of our sampling period (2019). Considering additional planned

regulatory changes, and ever-growing public consciousness surrounding corporate sus-

tainability, we expect this positive trend to continue. Consequently, investors should

provide additional focus and investments towards those companies that continually

increase their ESG performance. If facing the choice between two companies, the one

with the higher ESG score should be chosen.

We want to stress that our findings display a momentary picture of the relation-

ship of ESG performance and FINP. As we have identified in our own research, the

relationship is very much fluent and in constant development. Accordingly, the made

findings in our thesis, representing the link between CSR performance and FINP, may

be outdated in five years from now. Therefore, we recommend to closely monitor im-

portant changes in the associated regulatory environment and public consciousness,

to avoid missing future developments in the relationship of CSR and FINP.
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Suggestions for Further Research

In this final chapter suggestions for further research are provided, mainly revolving

around the displayed findings identified in our thesis.

We suggest future research to further explore the time-aspect of ESG performance

and financial performance. In particular, monitoring the future development of the re-

lationship of ESGP and FINP would be interesting, for three reasons. First, whether

the positive e↵ect of sustainability performance on market performance, which we

observed in our research, is set to continue in the future. Second, as the number of

companies which report on CSR performance continually increases, a more balanced

panel dataset will be attainable in the future. Thus, testing the relationship of ESGP

and FINP with a more complete dataset, to confirm the made findings in our pa-

per. Third, as we have identified that e↵ects of ESGP on financial performance di↵er

across industries (see section 9.3 ), exploring whether the observed change of e↵ect

over time also di↵ers across industries appears intriguing. We would assume that the

changing importance of ESGP for market performance, and therefore the underlying

e↵ect, develops di↵erently across industries.

Additionally, we suggest to investigate the underlying causes of the overall negative

relationship between ESG- and market performance, in the context of high ESG-

performing corporations. In particular, we propose testing our theorized explanation

of a threshold of what constitutes “good enough” ESG performance, and whether this

is a phenomenon attributable only to corporations incorporated in countries exhibiting

a high ESG-environment. In practice, this could be done by either performing a

qualitative type of study, interviewing investors in a similar region as our study, or

a comparative study, including high- and low performing regions in terms of ESG

performance.
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Following a similar rationale, our study revolves around corporations which are

incorporated in the highest ESG-performance countries in Europe. This renders our

findings as representative of those companies exclusively. Thus, a similar research fo-

cus, for corporations that are incorporated in lower ESG-performing countries, would

be worth investigating. As such, we suggest exploring both the overall e↵ect of the

relationship of ESG performance on financial performance, as well as the correspond-

ing development over time.

Lastly, and in the context of future research, we want to stress the importance of a

rigorous and transparent application of an appropriate model-specification process, to

identify the correct panel regression model. With the multitude of di↵erent findings

displayed in current literature, applying a consistent approach to statistical modelling

could reduce the uncertainty associated with the identified relationships. To exemplify

this, we performed a robustness-test, showcasing that if we had applied either a pooled

OLS regression, a random-e↵ects or a fixed e↵ects model, a corresponding positive-,

non-significant or negative relationship would have been concluded. This comparison

surely stresses the importance of a thorough methodological section. Particularly,

future research should disclose their model-specification process and abstain from

reporting multiple panel regressions simultaneously.
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